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This dissertation discusses the complicated relation-

ship (known as the comitatus) of kings and followers as 

presented in the heroic poetry of the Anglo-Saxons. The 

anonymous poets of the age celebrated the ideals of their 

culture but consistently portrayed the real behavior of the 

characters within their works. Other studies have examined 

the ideals of the comitatus in general terms while refer-

ring to the poetry as a body of work, or they have discussed 

them in particular terms while referring to one or two 

poems in detail. This study is both broader and deeper in 

scope than are the earlier works. In a number of poems I 

have identified the heroic ideals and examined the poetic 

treatment of those ideals. 

In order to establish the necessary background, 

Chapter I reviews the historical sources, such as Tacitus, 

Bede, the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, and the work of modern 

historians. Chapter II discusses such attributes of the 

king as wisdom, courage, and generosity. Chapter III 

examines the role of aristocratic women within the society. 

Chapter IV describes the proper behavior of followers, 



primarily their loyalty in return for treasures earlier 

bestowed. Chapter V discusses perversions and failures 

of the ideal. 

The dissertation concludes that, contrary to the view 

that Anglo-Saxon literature idealized the culture, the 

poets presented a reasonably realistic picture of their 

age. Anglo-Saxon heroic poetry celebrates ideals of 

behavior which, even when they can be attained, are not 

successful in the real world of political life. 
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CHAPTER I 

HISTORY BEFORE POETRY 

In his Outline of History, H. G. Wells says that there 

were very few differences among the Angles, Saxons, Jutes, 

Danes, and Normans and that the Norman Conquest, which 

seemed of huge importance to the English, was really only 

one more migratory wave of the same people (648, 661). Al-

though few scholars would agree completely with Wells, 

there are many similarities among these peoples of Germanic 

stock. In The Origins of the English Language, Thomas Pyles 

says: 

The English were perfectly aware of their racial 
. . . kinship with the Scandinavians. . . . 
Despite the enmity and the bloodshed, then, there 
was a feeling among the English that when all was 
said and done the Northmen belonged to the same 
"family" as themselves. (118, 119) 

In An Introduction to Anglo-Saxon England, Peter Hunter 

Blair says that "it should not be forgotten that the Vikings, 

whose very name is synonymous with piracy, themselves 

introduced the word 'law' into the English language" (55); 

in some cases, however, it is impossible to identify the 

tribal origin of words or customs common to the Germanic 

peoples living in Britain. Such a mingling of language and 

custom is also true of the Celtic tribes, who, although of 

another racial stock, shared many similarities with their 



Germanic neighbors. P. H. Sawyer goes further than Pyles in 

From Roman Britain to Norman England to say that the Celtic 

and Anglo-Saxon poets wrote to appeal to the same ideals 

in British and English audiences (53). Moreover, Sawyer 

says that Celtic and Germanic society "had a common system 

of social values based on a principle of reciprocity" (53). 

The fact that they both [British and English] 
accepted this principle of reciprocal obligations 
as the basis of honourable conduct made it pos-
sible for them to establish friendly relations 
as well as the more familiar hostile ones. (54) 

The similarities among all the tribes living in Britain 

and those of Germanic background on the Continent throughout 

a long period of time are well enough documented to warrant 

looking at what Taticus wrote of the Germans in AD 70, in 

order to try to understand the English living between c. 500 

and 1066. Tacitus so admired the heroic traits exhibited by 

the Germanic tribes that in many instances he compares the 

barbarians favorably with the Romans of his increasingly 

decadent day,. When a young Germanic warrior had won his 

shield and spear, signs of adulthood, he was ready to seek 

out an experienced, successful king to follow (112). Since 

sought-after material rewards came from war, he naturally 

tried to fight alongside the most vigorous chieftain he 

could find, even if he had to leave his own tribe when it 

experienced a period of peace (113). Germanic kings, of 

course, liked having large retinues of warriors because 

such bands enhanced their prestige in peace and made more 



likely their success during war (112). The code of conduct 

of both kings and warriors was demanding. Although it would 

be acceptable to give ground in a battle, the warriors must 

always return to the attack (106). The kings and their 

followers vied with each other in valor (113). 

[T]o leave a battle alive after their chief has 
fallen means lifelong infamy and shame. To 
defend and to protect him, and to let him get 
the credit for their own acts of heroism, are 
the most solemn obligations of their allegiance. 
(113) 

Running away was such a disgrace that a warrior who had 

thrown away his shield was no longer permitted to attend 

tribal sacrifices or assemblies (106-07). In later cen-

turies, too, exile was to be the most serious and painful 

punishment which could be exacted for the Anglo-Saxon; no 

one wanted to be "the clanless man, the lordless wanderer, 

who had no 'gold-friend or protector'" (Kennedy 9). 

C. C. Ferrell adds: "There was something that the Anglo-

Saxon dreaded far more than the hardships of the wintry 

ocean. It was the separation from home and loved ones" 

(203). In the Germanic tribes, exile was not the only 

possible serious punishment; the tribal assembly could and 

did decide on capital offenses: 

The mode of execution varies according to the 
offence. Traitors and deserters are hanged on 
trees; cowards, shirkers, and sodomites are 
pressed down under a wicker hurdle into the slimy 
mud of a bog. (Tacitus 111) 



Often, when their leader died in battle, surviving warriors 

hanged themselves rather than face disgrace (107). Minor 

offenses might be atoned for by paying fines, part of which 

went to the king and part to the victim or his family (111), 

and not all disputes ended on negative notes,, Families were 

supposed to keep up feuds, but compensation of cattle or 

sheep could be arranged, even for murder (119). In Anglo-

Saxon society, compensation varied according to the rank of 

the injured party (Whitelock, Beginnings 145). 

The close ties of kindred among the Germans also 

impressed Tacitus, who notes that wives became active 

partners of their husbands to share in prosperity or 

suffering (117), and "the sons of sisters are as highly 

honoured by their uncles as by their own fathers" (118). 

Because some tribes regarded the nephew-unclei relationship 

as even more sacred than that of son and father, they 

often preferred nephews as hostages, "thinking that this 

gives them a firmer grip on men's hearts and a wider hold 

on the family" (118) . All of these customs rioted by Tacitus 

are also present in Anglo-Saxon historical documents or 

literature. 

One of the best and most coherent sources of informa-

tion about early days in England is Bede's A History of the 

English Church and People, written about 731. Since his 

chief concern is ecclesiastical history and teaching, 

Bede's information about secular society is sometimes less 



detailed than that about churchmen. It is, nonetheless, of 

great significance, Blair notes the similarities between 

the court life which Bede describes and the tribal behavior 

which Tacitus discusses: 

[T]he Northumbrian witan performfed] one of its 
main functions, that of deliberative discussion, 
and the royal household itself [was] used as 
illustration of an argument. The two are surely 
the same and both scarcely distinguishable from 
the comitatus of Tacitus. (213), 

In Bede's account, women played an even more important role 

in their husbands' lives than they had in the early Germanic 

tribes because Anglo-Saxon women often introduced their 

husbands, or fathers, to Christianity, For example, before 

his famous conversion, King Edwin was allowed to marry 

Ethelberga only if he promised not to interfere with her 

faith (Bede 113), Pope Boniface later wrote to Queen 

Ethelberga: 

We have been greatly encouraged by God's goodness 
in granting you, through your own profession of 
faith, an opportunity to kindle a spark of the 
true religion in your husband, (120) 

Concerning another area of his society, one which 

caused so much concern that a large number of the early laws 

discuss it, Bede comments on the growing custom of material 

compensation for wrongs, especially theft, when he quotes 

a letter from Pope Gregory to St. Augustine, stating "that 

thieves are to restore whatever they have taken from 

churches" (73). Although Gregory did not want churches to 

profit from the restitution of property (73) , the earliest 
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English laws concerning churches begin with one regarding 

theft of God's property: "[W]hat is stolen must be repaid 

at twelve times its value" (Whitelock, Beginnings 134). 

In spite of his primary interest in ecclesias-

tical matters, Bede recognizes that the older, pagan 

culture and the Christianity of his day shared such values 

as the protection a leader owed his followers and the 

loyalty those followers should give their lord. Throughout 

his work, Bede records many examples of trouble and 

treachery, but he also points out with great emphasis 

those instances in which men, both clergy and laymen, 

performed loyally and well. He notes that Bishop Lawrence 

had a dream in which St. Peter reprimanded and punished him 

for planning to abandon his flock (Bede 109-10); Bede also 

records that the Bishop repented of his desire to leave 

(110). But of some, like St. Augustine and others sent by 

Pope Gregory, Bede says: "They practiced what they preached, 

and were willing to endure any hardship, and even to die 

for the truth which they proclaimed" (70). It was not only 

the loyal behavior of Italian churchmen which draws Bede's 

praise; loyalty within the Anglo - Saxon secular culture also 

receives his approbation. He records at length an episode 

about an assassin sent by Cuichelm to King Edwin: 

And while he was artfully delivering his pretended 
message, he suddenly sprang up, and drawing the 
dagger from beneath his clothes, attacked the 
king. Swift to see the king's peril, Lilla, his 
counselor and best friend, having no shield to 



protect the king, interposed his own body to 
receive the blow; but even so, it was delivered 
with such force that it wounded the king through 
the body of his warrior. The assassin was 
immediately attacked on all sides, but killed 
yet another of the king's men named Pordhere in 
the ensuing struggle. (116) 

Perhaps, by twentieth-century standards, Bede leaves 

something to be desired as a historian, but he tries to be 

accurate and always qualifies any material he believes to 

be doubtful. Surely his understanding of the values of his 

culture must be accepted as reliable. In addition, other 

sources also demonstrate the close relationship between 

fact and literature. Blair says that several sources 

establish the existence of Hygelac, Beowulf's king (341-42). 

The Bayeux Tapestry shows Harold receiving arms when he 

swears allegiance to William; according to N, P. Brooks in 

"Arms, Status and Warfare in Late-Saxon England," the tenth 

and eleventh centuries maintained customs mentioned in 

earlier sources (93). In "Anglo-Saxon Heroic Attitudes," 

G. N. Garmonsway says that "sixty years after the Battle of 

Maldon the retinue of Earl Aelfgar of East Anglia follows 

him into banishment" (141). Blair points out that the 

finds at Sutton Hoo accurately demonstrate extravagant 

funeral arrangements; "[i]n several other matters of lesser 

import archaeological evidence indicates that the poet of 

Beowulf drew upon the.realities of his age for the setting 

of his work" (342) . 
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The other great contemporary source of information 

about England from c. 500 to 1154 is the Anglo-Saxon 

Chronicle, extant in several manuscripts. Like all annals, 

it contains entries of varying interest, ranging from bleak 

statements that in a certain year appeared a comet to 

lengthy accounts of significant political events. Many 

of the accounts note gift-giving, oath-swearing, hostage-

taking, and great battles. Occasionally, an entry records 

an episode which throws a clear light on the attitudes of 

the time. The E-Text entry for the year 979 records the 

proper desire for revenge concerning the death of King 

Edward: 

Hine nolden his eortSlican 
magas wrecan. 

ac hine hafact his heofonlica faeder 
1 swiCte gewrecen. 

3?a eorCtlican banan woldon his ge mynd 
on erdan adilgian* 

Ac se uplica Wrecend* hafafl" his gemynd" 
on heofenum. J on eordran to braid. 

Pa }?e nolden asr 
to his libbendu/w lichaman onbugan. 

fc>a nu eadtoolice* 
on cneowum abugad: to his dasdum banum. 

[His earthly kinsmen would not avenge him, but his 
Heavenly Father greatly avenged him. The earthly 
slayers wished to destroy his memory on earth, 
but the sublime Avenger has made broad his memory 
in the heavens and on the earth. Although they 
would not earlier bow to his living body, now 
they humbly bow on their knees to his dead bones.] 
(Plummer and Earle 123) 

That Aethelred, usually called the Unready, should properly 

be called the Evilly-Served is clearly shown by two of the 



incidents recorded for his reign in the C-Text. The first, 

from the year 992, tells of Aelfric's perfidy: 

]?a sende si ealdorman iElfric and het warnian 
done here; and on <Taere nihte joe hy on tfone 
dasig togaedere f6n sceoldan, £>a sceoc h£ on 
niht fram jpasre fyrde him sylfum td myclum 
bysmore—and se here da aitbaerst butan An 
scyp ]?a£r man ofsloh. 

[Then the aldorman Aelfric sent and ordered (to 
be) warned the foreign army, and then on the 
night before they were to fight together on the 
(following) day, he absconded at night from the 
army (bringing) to himself great disgrace—and 
the foreign army then escaped except one ship 
where (the) men were slain.] (Rositzke 53) 

Surely, Aelfric's behavior in 1003 disgusts the modern 

reader as much as it did his contemporaries: 

£a sceolde [14 7r] se ealdorman ffilfric laedan 
£>a fyrde, ac he teah 5a for# his ealdan wrencas. 
. . . ]oa gebraed he hine seocne and ongan hine 
brecan to spiwenne and cwced pest he gesicled 
waere, and swa Ipcet folc becyrde \>cet he lcedan 
sceolde. 

[Then the aldorman Aelfric should have led the 
army, but he then drew forth his old tricks. 
. . . Then he pretended himself sick and began 
to force himself to retch with vomiting and 
said that he was ill, and thus betrayed the 
folk whom he should have led.] (56) 

The Chronicle, however, records more than wicked deeds; 

perhaps the best example of valorous and loyal behavior 

appears in the entry for 755 (752) [the later date is 

that of the Anglo-Saxon writer; the earlier one is that 

of modern editors]. In that year King Cynewulf was 

treacherously set upon by a group led by the atheling 

Cyneheard. Since Cynewulf's following at the time was 
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small, Cyneheard and his men, with relative ease, killed 

the king and all his men except for one badly wounded 

hostage. When the rest of Cynewulf's men heard of the 

disaster, they attacked in force and wreaked vengeance to 

the same degree. After his chief enemy was slain, each 

leader offered the opposing men money, land, and life if 

they would surrender. All refused, even saying that the 

ties of kinship were not as strong as those of men to lord 

(Cassidy and Ringler 139-42). Such personal and permanent 

loyalty to one's lord was highly valued throughout the 

Anglo-Saxon period. 

History and poetry, however, do not replicate each 

other; they highlight at least slightly different aspects 

of the society from which they come. Any scholar must 

wonder about the relationship between the history and the 

literature of the time, but the two certainly reflect each 

other. Blair says: 

Maldon, . . . though concerned with an event 
which seems not to have been of any major 
importance in itself, describes a battle in 
which the contestants displayed the ideals 
of the ancient Germanic heroic code. It is a 
stirring poem which witnesses the enduring 
strength of the older poetic form and also of 
the qualities for which Taticus praised the 
Germani nearly nine centuries earlier. (349) 

On the one hand, some scholars like H. M. Chadwick and 

Frank Stenton have rather freely used creative materials 

as sources in writing their histories of the period. 

Others, like Rosemary Woolf in "The Ideal of Men Dying with 
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Their Lord in the Germania and The Battle of Maldon," have 

objected strenuously to the idea of close ties between 

history, historical ideals, and the behavior of characters 

in creative works; Woolf thinks it particularly foolish to 

ignore the centuries of change between AD 70 and AD 991. 

Still others, like Peter Sawyer in Roman Britain, have 

looked closely at the literature but have tried not to base 

their judgments heavily on creative material. In writing 

about the similarities of the English and British societies, 

Sawyer says: "The poets of the seventh century presented a 

highly idealized view of their world." He goes on to say 

that both cultures valued "the aristocratic society of kings 

and nobles who treasured their armour, weapons and horses 

and whose most highly prized virtues were courage and 

generosity, to poets as well as to warriors" (53). The 

greatest twentieth-century scholar in the field, Dorothy 

Whitelock, in "Anglo-Saxon Poetry and the Historian," 

reprinted in From Bede to Alfred, cautions against identi-

fying direct parallels between history and literature. She 

goes on, however, to discuss the value (as well as the 

limitations) of looking at Anglo-Saxon poetry as historical 

material (75). Furthermore, she asks, although Tacitus, 

Bede, the laws, and the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle provide 

valuable information about the comitatus, 

should we ever have guessed the emotional 
strength of the bond between lord and man if 
the poetry had not survived to give us laments 
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for the dead lord in The Wanderer or the state-
ments of the theme "Such should a man be"? (88) 

Referring to a letter sent by Aldhelm to Bishop 

Wilfrid's clergy and to the entry for the year 755 in the 

Anglo-Saxon Chronicle concerning loyalty (89) , Whitelock 

says: 

It is extremely important that we should possess 
this confirmation from non-poetic sources, for 
the sentiments are so close to those attributed 
to the Germans of the first century by Tacitus 
that we might have suspected that our poems 
were handing on a poetic convention that no 
longer agreed with contemporary conditions. (90) 

She points to another parallel between history and poetry 

concerning the boasting speeches of the followers of Bishop 

Wilfrid in 666 and those of the thanes in The Battle of 

Maldon: 

[S]uch things [boasts] could have become part of 
the conventional machinery of a battle-piece, 
but we see that at least there was a time in 
Anglo-Saxon history when they were real, and 
one can bridge the gap [between 666 and 991] 
a little by noting that, at the turn of the 
ninth century men still made "boasts" in formal 
words. (90) 

Whitelock concludes her plea for the reasoned use of Anglo-

Saxon poetry in looking at history by saying: 

Old English poetry will not let us into the 
secrets of contemporary politics; . . But if 
. . . it can on occasion make us look at Anglo-
Saxon society through a contemporary's eyes, I 
submit that, even from a historian's point of 
view, the labour we expend on its interpretation 
can be justified. (94) 

It is evident that a detailed study of both Anglo-

Saxon history and literature must shed light on both, 
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particularly when one wants to examine the comitatus, its 

ideals and realities, its successes and its failures. The 

chapters to follow will examine the roles of leaders, 

women, and followers in Anglo-Saxon society as they fitted 

into the framework of the comitatus. They will also look 

at how the ideals met the realities of the time and how 

those ideals failed. They were glorious, and sometimes 

imperfect humanity lived up to them, but in a society which 

counted its time by nights instead of days and its years by 

winters instead of summers all knew that there was no 

perfection, no honorable deed without a treacherous one, 

no happy mead-hall without an exile, no rise to the pinnacle 

of success and glory without a fall. It was a society facing 

invasion from without and cultural change from within, and 

the poets saw and feared what they knew would come. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE HONOR OF KINGS 

The comitatus tradition and its complicated, personal 

relationships were part and parcel of Anglo-Saxon England. 

The honor of the kings and other leaders who functioned 

within this structure required their knowledge and per-

formance of duty. Many of them upheld gloriously the high 

standards expected of them. 

"In no part of Anglo-Saxon England and at no time in 

its history is any trace to be found of a system of govern-

ment knowing nothing of the rule of kings" (Blair 94). When 

a king died, his successor was chosen from the most suitable 

men available, "the most important qualification being that 

of royal birth" (198). It was not imperative for the new 

king to be the eldest son of the former king (198); instead, 

the man chosen was the one expected to discharge best the 

duties of kingship. All of Anglo-Saxon society depended on 

its king and his proper fulfillment of his duties. Patrick 

Wormald, in "Celtic and Anglo-Saxon Kingship," says that 

being a good king includes "the whole nexus of duties, 

rights, and privileges, expectations both spoken and 

unspoken that girt about monarchical government" (152), 

"It is probable that in very early times the heathen kings 

16 
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had some priestly functions" (Whitelock 48) , but 

by the time of the recording of the heroic poetry from which 

most of the information about Anglo-Saxon society comes, the 

poets' primary concerns were with the king's secular duties 

and virtues: a proper pride, wisdom, generosity, and the 

willingness and ability to protect his people* For such a 

leader, proper pride includes a knowledge of self-worth 

which remains humble and willing to accept one's fate? the 

knowledge that, although boasting is acceptable, one must 

be committed to make good the boast or flyting; a reasonable 

desire for glory and fame; and bravery and the encouragement 

of courageous behavior in others. Wisdom means prudence and 

moderation, reverence, and the ability to uphold peace and 

justice—both with other tribes or nations and within the 

fellowship of followers; all must be dealt with fairly. 

Generosity extends to all. The most important attribute 

of a good king, however, is his willingness and ability to 

protect the people under his care—to the point of whatever 

self-sacrifice is necessary. 

Kings and war-leaders need to have a proper sense of 

self-worth as the first of their virtues. Beowulf, for 

example, is a hero 

who unites in an ideal manner pride with modesty, 
devotion to God with self-confidence, daring with 
caution, joie de vivre with piety, who enjoys 
possessions but is not greedy, who is thankful, 
pious, and reverent toward age. (Schiicking 47) 
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In "The Ideal of Kingship," Schiicking goes on to say that 

self-knowledge and self-conquest are significant virtues 

(48). For the Anglo-Saxons, as for modern humans, the line 

between proper pride and sinful pride is quite fine, and 

the poets speak more often in negative terms than in 

positive ones. Shortly before Beowulf leaves Denmark to 

return to the land of the Geats, Hrothgar warns against the 

wrong sort of pride: 

[']Wundor is t5 secganne, 
hu mihtig God manna cynne 
fcrnrh sldne sefan snyttru bryttaff, 
eard ond eorlscipe; he ah ealra geweald, 
Hwllum h§ on lufan lciiteCt hworfan 
monnes mSdgejponc mSEran cynnes, 
seled" him on 5|)le eor|?an wynne 
tC5 healdanne hlSoburh wera, 
gedefit him swa gewealdene worolde dSlas, 
side rice, £>aet he his self a ne masg 
his unsnyttrum ende gejpencean. 

Beowulf lsofa, 
secg betsta, . . .. |?aat sSlre geceos, 
see raedas; oferh^da ne gfm, 
mSEre cempa IE1] 

["A wonder it is in telling how mighty God to man-
kind in his great spirit dispenses wisdom, grants 
land and rank; he has control over all. Sometimes 
out of love he allows to move around (have freedom) 
the mind of a man of great family, gives him the 
delight of a great dwelling in (his) native land, 
for guarding the stronghold, renders to him as 
controlling the regions of the world until he 
does not in his foolishness think of his own end. 
. . .Dear Beowulf, best of mwn, choose that 
better thing for yourself, eternal benefits; heed 
not pride, great warrior!"] (Beowulf 1724-34, 
1758-61) 

That the Anglo-Saxon hero recognized his obligation to 

bow to fate appears in many phrases throughout the poems. 
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Beowulf says to Hrothgar: 11 [' ] Gaedr a wyrd swa hto seel! [']" 

["Falte goes always as she must!"] (455). Later, he says: 

"[']Wyrd oft nered: / unf eigne eorl, ]oonne his ellen 

deah![']" ["Fate often protects the undoomed earl whenever 

his courage is strong!"] (572-73). Early in The Wanderer 

the narrator makes the point: "Wyrd bid" ful SrSSd" [Fate • 

is full resolute ](5), Many of the poems treat Wyrd, Fate, 

and God in the same or similar terms? near the end of his 

poem, the narrator of The Seafarer speaks of submission to 

both when he says that "wyrd bij? swljpre, / Meotud meahtigra, 

£>onne Senges monnes gehygd" [Fate is stronger, God mightier, 

than the mind of any man](115-16). 

The proper sort of pride, the kind appreciated in 

Anglo-Saxon society, not only allowed, but also encouraged, 

the hero to boast of his past deeds, about what he intends 

to accomplish, and to enter into a flyting, a formal, chal-

lenging boast against a specific person, although the poems 

contain frequent warnings against not being able to fulfill 

the boast and about being sure that the boast is appropriate. 

The narrator of The Wanderer says: "Wita sceal gejpyldig, / 

ne sceal no t5 hStheort ne t5 hraedwyrde" [A wise (man) 

should (be) patient, nor should he be too fierce nor too 

hasty of speech] (65-66). Although a man should not be too 

hasty of speech, he should certainly make boasts when they 

are called for. Beot generally meant a promise of accom-

plishment (Einarsson 976), and it was usually made in the 
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mead-hall. Whether drinking added authority to the boast or 

not, under whatever conditions the boast was made, "it was 

considered shameful not to stand by one's guns" (978). 

Ideally, the hero had to know himself well; then, when he 

made a boast, he could meet his obligation to perform it 

(Schiicking 48) . Of the same wise man, the narrator of The 

Wanderer goes on to say that he should "ne nSfre gielpes 

t5 georn 35r hS geare cunne" [not be too eager to boast 

until he can readily perform (it) ](69). The cross in The 

Dream of the Rood, in telling the story of its part in the 

crucifixion, says: "Ealle ic mihte / feondas gefyllan, 

hwaeSte ic faeste stod!1 [X might have felled all the enemies; 

however, I stood fast ] (37-38). 

Beowulf contains many boasts. In the very first sec-

tion describing Scyld, the poet boasts in recounting past 

glories: 

HWffiT, WE GAR-DEna ingeardagum, 
fe>eodcyninga |>rym gefrunon, 
hu &a ae£>elingas ellen fremedon! 

Oft Scyld ScSfing scea]?ena fcjrsatum, 
monegum mcEgjpum meodosetla ofteah, 
egsode eorl[as], syflSan arrest wearS 
f§asceaft funden; he >̂aes frSfre gebad, 
weox under wolcnum weor&myndum |)5h, 
oS £>aet him aeghwylc ymbsittendra 
ofer hronr5de hyran scolde, 
gomban gyldan; £>aet waes g5d cyningl 

[Lo, we Spear-Danes in days of yore, learned of 
the fame of the kings of a people, how the princes 
performed valor. Often, Scyld Schefing, among the 
troops of the enemies, terrified earls with many 
glorious deeds when he first had been found 
wretched; he waited for that good fortune, pros-
pered under the heavens, until each of the 
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neighboring peoples across the sea had to pay him 
tribute; that was a good king.] (1-11) 

Beowulf introduces himself to Hrothgar with a boast: 

'Wees !>u, HrSftgar, hal! Ic eom Higelaces 
ma§g ond magoctegn; hsebbe ic mserCte fela 
ongunnen on geogojpe. [1 ] 

['Greetings, Hrothgar 1 I am Hygelac's kinsman and 
thane; I have undertaken many glorious deeds in 
my youth.'1 (407-09) 

In the same speech, he goes on to tell how he came to hear 

of Grendel's evil deeds and his resolution to come to 

Hrothgar's aid (409-19). Then the hero says: 

[']tta ic of searwum cwom, 
fah from feondum, £>£er ic fife geband, 
yfitde e o t e n a cyn , ond on yCtUm s l o g 
niceras nihtes, . . . • • • * » « • • * * * • • • • » • • > • • • * * 

forgrand gramum; ond nO wiff Grendel sceal, 
wiCt" jpam aglScan 5na gehegan 
ffing wiCT ̂ yrse. [1 ] 

["When: I came with armor bloodstained from the 
enemies, there I (had) bound five, destroyed the 
kin of giants, and (had slain) water monsters of 
the night on the waves. . . .1 destroyed the 
wrathful ones; and now against Grendel, with the 
monster, I must contend alone."] (419-22, 424-26) 

Still following the tradition of the heroic boast, Beowulf 

swears to accomplish what he had promised or willingly meet 

his death: " [' ] Ic gefremman sceal / eorllc ellen, o£>dte 

endedaeg / on ^isse meoduhealle mlnne gebldanl '" ["I shall 

achieve manly deeds of war or await my deathday in this 

mead-hall "] (636-33). Beowulf even refuses weapons in his 

fight against the monster because Grendel does not use them: 

"[']ac wit on niht sculon / secge ofersittan, gif hi 
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gesecean dear /wig ofer wSpen,[']" [" (B)ut we two in the 

night shall forego the sword, if he dares to seek war 

without a weapon "] (683-85). When Beowulf returns to 

Hygelac's court, he recounts his adventures and exploits in 

a long speech, detailing Grendel's depredations, the kindness 

with which he himself was treated, the treasures he was 

given, and the deeds which he accomplished (1999-2151) . 

At the end of his long life, Beowulf speaks proudly of his 

proper behavior to Hygelac, his lord: 

[1 ] Ic him |?a maflmas, £>e he me sealde, 
geald cet gutie, swa me gifecte waes, 
lSohtan sweorde;['] 

["At war, with the bright sword such as was given 
me, I repaid him (for) the treasures he (had) 
given me."] (2490-92) 

Just before he dies: 

Beowulf maStelode, beotwordum spraec 
nlehstan slflfe: 1Ic genefitde fela 
gufra on geogoCfe; gyt ic wylle, 
frod folces weard faehite secan, 
masrffu fremman, gif mec se minsceafla. 
of eord"sele ut gesecefl". 1 

[Beowulf spoke, with boasting words, for the last 
time: "I dared many battles in (my) youth; yet I 
would wish, the wise lord of the people, to seek 
the feud, to do glorious deeds, if the wicked 
ravager of the earth-hall will come out (to) me."] 
(2510-15] 

Similar to the beot is the flyting—a formal, challeng-

ing boast, frequently made in the mead-hall, and always part 

of a sort of debate about the past performance of one of the 

heroes or about the abilities of the heroes involved in the 

challenge. Although Waldere exists only in fragments, a 
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condition which prevents the understanding of a coherent 

story, a few lines from it clearly demonstrate the flyting: 

Waldere ma&[.]lode, wiga ellenrof, 
hasfde him on handa hildefrofre, 
guffbilla gripe, gyddode wordum: 
"Hwaet! -Bu huru wendest, wine Burgenda, 
jpeet me Hagenan hand hilde gefremede 
and getwaemde [..]ftewigges. Feta, gyf flu dyrre, 
set ffus heafluwerigan hare byrnan.["] 

[Waldere, the brave warrior, had in (his) hands 
a sword, a battle-sword in the grip, spoke in a 
tale of words: "Lo, you indeed thought, friend of 
the Burgundians, that the hand of Hagen would 
make battle for me and separate (me from) battle. 
Fetch if you dare thus forward the battle-weary 
byrnie."] (2.11-17) 

In Hrothgar's court, Unferth makes unflattering remarks about 

Beowulf and accuses him of being a coward; Beowulf in reply 

accuses Unferth of being drunk. The speech, which gives 

Beowulf an excellent opportunity to boast further (Beowulf 

529-86), ends with Beowulf's saying: "[']—no ic £>aes [fela] 

gylpe—, / jpeah cTu jpinum brSCfrum t5 banan wurde, / 

heafodmeegum [']" ["I do not rejoice much about this—though 

you killed your brothers, near kinsmen "] (586-88).. Unferth 

does not reply, and Beowulf certainly wins this boasting 

match. The best example of a flyting occurs in The Battle 

of Maldon when the invaders demand from Byrhtnoth tribute 

and treasures to make peace with his people (25-41). 

Byrhtnoth's answer is clear: 

Byrhtnod" ma^elode, bord hafenode, 
wand wacne aesc, wordum maelde 
yrre and anrsed, ageaf him andsware: 
' Gehyrst £>u saelida hwaet |?is folc segedt"? 
Hi willafl" eow to gafole garas syllan, 
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asttrynne ord and ealde swurd, 
£>a heregeatu £e eow aet hilde ne deah. [ '] 

[Byrhtnoth spoke, held up (his) shield, brandished 
the flexible spear, spoke angry and resolute 
words, gave him answer: "Sailor, do you hear what 
this folk says? They wish to give you spears as 
tribute, poisonous points and the old sword, the 
war-gear which will not profit you at the battle."] 
(42-48) 

A love of fame and a hope of enduring heroic reputation 

help motivate courageous behavior. In Kings, Beasts, and 

Heroes, Gwyn Jones includes in her list of heroic virtues 

"a love of fame and horror of disgrace" (52). Michael D. 

Cherniss, in Ingeld and Christ; Heroic Concepts and Values 

in Old English Poetry, goes even further when he says: 

The ultimate goal of the Germanic hero is to 
ensure that his glory (dom) will live on after 
his death by performing deeds worthy of praise 
(lof). (83) 

In discussing The Battle of Maldon, in "Oswald and Byrht-

noth: A Christian Saint and a Hero Who Is Christian," J. E. 

Cross says that in fighting for their lord the heroes are 

"doing so for their own reputation" (100). The Battle of 

Brunanburh begins by telling how Aethelstan and Edmund won 

glory: 

Her 7E]?elstan cyning, eorla dryhten, 
beorna beahgifa, and his brSjoor eac, 
Eadmund ae]?eling, ealdorlangne tlr 
geslSgon aet saecce sweorda ecgum 
ymbe Brunanburh 

[Here Aethelstan the king, prince of men, ring-
giver to men, and also his brother Edmund the 
prince, gained enduring glory at fighting with 
the edges of swords close to Brunanburh.] (1-5) 
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The narrator of The Seafarer speaks of the desire for glory: 

Forjpon jpaet eorla gehwam aaftercwe]?endra 
lof lifgendra lastworda betst, 
i>3et he gewyrce aer he on weg scyle 
fremman on foldan wid" feonda nl£>, 
deorum dcedum deofle togeanes, 
past hine aelda beam aafter hergen 
ond his lof sijpjoan lifge mid englum 
awa t5 ealdre, ecan lxfes blled, 
dream mid dugejpum. 

[Therefore, for every nobleman the best reputation 
among the living who later speak in praise (is) 
that with brave deeds he had endeavored to do 
battle against the enemies, against the devil, so 
that afterwards the sons of men would praise him 
and (that) his fame should live among the angels 
forever, the glory of eternal life, joy among the 
host.] (72-80) 

Speaking of Beowulf in the introductory part of the poem, 

the narrator says: 

him |?ass Liffrdk, 
wuldres Wealdend woroldare forgeaf, 
Beowulf wass brgme —bl^d wide sprang— 

[to him for that the Lord, the ruler of heaven, 
gave worldly honor; Beowulf was famous—(his) 
renown sprang wide.] (16-18) 

In his boast to Hrothgar concerning the upcoming fight with 

Grendel, Beowulf asks for God to grant glory: "['lhalig 

Dryhten / mierfto deme, swa him gemet Jpince' " [ "The holy 

Lord might award glory as to him might appear proper "] (686-

87). The very last word about Beowulf's virtues is that he 

was of all earls "lofgeornost" [most eager for glory] (3182). 

The last element of a heroic leader's pride was his 

sense of courage and his encouragement of brave behavior 

among his followers. Cross says that one of the cardinal 
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virtues was "fortitude" (103). In his translation of 

Beowulf/ Charles W. Kennedy says that the poem "speaks to 

the modern world in moving accents, of honor, of courage, 

and of faith" (lxv). Earlier in the introduction to his 

translation, Kennedy says, "The tragic glory of Beowulf's 

death is its illustration of that fated courage which fights 

to the utmost, knowing the utmost will not wholly avail, yet 

fighting on" (lxiv)» In his History of the English Church 

and People, Bede speaks of the courage of St. Augustine and 

the others sent to Britain by Pope Gregory: 

They practiced what they preached, and were 
willing to endure any hardship, and even to die 
for the truth which they proclaimed. (70) 

Several examples exist of the lord's encouragement of brave 

behavior. Part 1 of Waldere contains such an exhortation to 

courage: "TEtlan ordwyga, ne laet (Tin ellen nu gy[,] / 

gedreosan to daege," [Atlan, the warrior, do not let your 

courage now fall away today'] (1,6-7). When God sends him to 

be a missionary, Andreas raises a few objections, and God 

replies: 

["]©u scealt;;|>a fore geferan ond j?in feorh beran 
in gramra gripe, Ctasr £>e guiTgewinn 
jpurh hseffenra hildewoman, 
beorna beaducraeft, geboden wyrdred". ["] 

["You shall then go forth and carry your life into 
the grasp of angry ones, where in the heathens' 
battle-sound the warriors' skill in battle will 
be endured."] (Andreas 216-19) 

God also inspires Judith as she prepares for her struggle: 
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Hi da. se hehsta dema 
asdre mid elne onbryrde, swa he de<3" anra gehwylcne 
herbuendra £>e hyne him to helpe secect-

mid rasde ond mid rihte geleafan. 

[Then the highest Judge quickly inspired her with 
zeal, as he would any earth-dwellers who would 
seek him for help with reason and right belief.] 
(Judith 94-97) 

After Judith has dispatched Holofernes, she shows his bloody 

head to her followers (161-75) and exhorts her troops to 

prepare to fight at dawn: 

[" ]j?ast ge recene eow 
fysan to gefeohte. SydTdTan frym&a god, 
arfaest cyning, eastan sende 
leohtne leoman, berafl" linde forST, 
bord for breostum ond byrnhomas, 
scire helmas in sceaffena gemong, 
fyllan folctogan fagum sweordum, 
fasge frumgaras. Fynd syndon eowere 
gedemed to deaffe, ond ge dom agon, 
tir aet tohtan, swa eow getacnod hafad: 
mihtig dryhten jaurh mine hand." 

["that you quickly be ready to fight, when the 
Creator God, the earliest King, will send to the 
east a ray of light; bear forth the shield, shield 
for the breasts and coats of mail, shining helmets 
to the enemies' troop, to cut down the leaders of 
the people with bloodstained swords, the doomed 
leaders. Our enemies are doomed to death, and 
you (will) possess glory, glory at battle, as the 
mighty Lord has betokened to you through my hand."] 
(188-98) 

When Byrhtnoth places his men in battle array, one of the 

things that he tells them is that they "ne forhtedon na" 

[should never fear] (Maldon 21). Later in the poem, another 

hero speaks: 

JElfwine £>a cwaecf, h5 on ellen spraec: __ 
'Gemuna£> £ara mSla t>e wS oft aet meodo sprascon 
]?onne we on bence beot ahofon, 
haelefl" on healle ymbe heard gewinn; 
nu meeg cunnian hwa cene sy. [1 ] 
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[Aelfwine then said, he spoke about courage: 
"Remember the times when we often spoke over the 
mead, when we on the benches raised the boast, 
hero in the hall concerning hard hostility; now, 
he who may be keen may try it."] (211-15) 

Still another of the thanes speaks: 

Dunnere £>3 cwaeflT, darotf 5cwehte, 
unorne ceorl ofer eall clypode, 
baed |>aet beorna gehwylc ByrhtnSff wrSce: 
'Ne maeg n5 wandian sS £>e wrecan £>enceCf 
frean on folce, ne for feore murnan.1 

[Dunnere then spoke, brandished (his) spear, the humble 
churl called over all, bade that whichever of the 
earls would avenge Byrhtnoth:"May he never draw 
back who thinks to avenge the leader of the people, 
nor fear for (his) life."] (255-59) 

The most famous of all Anglo-Saxon exhortations to courage 

and honor is Byrthwold's speech: "'Hige sceal £>S heardra, 

heorte i?e cenre, / mod sceal £>e mare, £>e ure maegan 

lytlaa*[' ] " [ "The mind shall be harder, the heart keener, 

courage the greater as our strength dwindles "J (312-13). 

Besides exalting courage, Anglo-Saxon leaders, both 

laymen and churchmen, valued wisdom, which included several 

attributes: prudence and moderation, reverence for and 

obedience to God, and the ability to keep peace, within the 

tribe and between it and other groups of people. P. H. 

Sawyer says that Bede praises Bishop Aidan because he was 

"endowed with the grace of discretion" (9). 

Schiicking, in describing the virtues of the ideal king, says 

that he should be intelligent and should function as a 

teacher (42). According to Jones, wisdom included education, 

experience, and 
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an unfailing awareness of the personal, social, 
and national . . . rights and duties, ties and 
acceptances which alone made life meaningful and 
alone could make it good. In Beowulf wisdom is 
the propriety [sic] of princes. (45) 

Vainglory praises moderation, prudence, and humility, the 

virtues which contrast with the predictable evils: 

•Donne biff }?am ofc>rum ungelice 
se }?e her on eor|>an eadmod leofafr, 
ond wij? gesibbra gehwone simle healdefl" 
freode on folce ond his feond lufafl", 
£>eah pe he him abylgnesse oft gefremede 
willum in jpisse worulde. 

[Then it is different with the other one, who 
lives humbly here on earth and with his brethren 
and when he always keeps peace, with people and 
loves his enemy though he often made him angry 
willingly in the world.] (67-72) 

Beowulf describes Hrothgar as wise and good—"fr5d ond god" 

(279). Hrothgar speaks highly of Beowulf's wisdom and 

excellence: 

|>a wordcwydas wigtig Drihten 
on sefan sende; ne hy'rde ic snotorllcor 
on swa geongum feore guman ]?ingian. 
l>Ct eart masgenes Strang, ond on mode frod, 
wis wordcwida! W§n ic talige, 
gif £>ast gegangeff, Jpast fl"e gar nymefl", 
hild heorugrimme Hrejoles eaferan, 
adl o£>ffe Iren ealdor Sxnne, 
folces hyrde, ond j?u |)in feorh hafast, 
|>aBt )̂e S3E-G5atas sSlran naebben 
to geceosenne cyning Snigne, 
hordweard haslejpa, gyf |>u healdan wylt 
maga rice.['] 

["Thewise Lord has sent words to your heart; I 
never heard speak a wiser man so young in life. 
You are strong in might and wise in mind, wise 
with words! I maintain the expectation that if 
the battle, the grim battle-sword, sickness or 
iron, takes your leader, the shepherd of your 
folk, Hrethel's offspring, and you have your 
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life, then the Sea-Geats might not choose any 
other better king, if you will hold the kingdom 
of the kinsmen."] (1841-53) 

In a society which held priests in high esteem (Blair 

211), reverence for and obedience to God are great virtues. 

The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle records that in 959, when Edgar 

became king, he was well loved and held widespread support 

because he loved God (Whitelock, Douglas, and Tucker, 74-75). 

In writing of the ideal king, Schucking uses Hrothgar and 

Beowulf as models because they accept God's decisions (41). 

The narrator in part 2 of Waldere upholds reverence for God 

as virtuous and valuable: 

•Beah maeg sige syllan se Cte symle by£" 
recon and raedfest ryh[.]a gehwilces. 
Se dTe him to Cfam halgan helpe gelifefl", 
to gode gioce, he £>aer gearo findetJ . 

[Nevertheless, victory may be given to him who 
is always quick and wise in everything right. 
He who believes in help from the Holy One for 
himself, there readily finds consolation from 
God.] (2.25-28) 

Judith asks for God's assistance in smiting her foes (83-94), 

and the narrator of the poem then gives God the glory for 

Judith's victory (94-96). Hrothgar praises God for Beowulf's 

victory over Grendel: 

'•Bisse ansfne Alwealdan £>anc 
lungre gelimpel Fela ic la£>es gebad, 
grynna set Grendle; a masg God wyrcan 
wunder asfter wundre, wuldres Hyrde.f] 

["For this sight, Almighty God, thanks may be 
forthcoming! Heretofore, I have experienced from 
the loathed one many grievous afflictions from 
Grendel; may God always work wonder after wonder, 
the God of glory."] (Beowulf 928-31) 
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The cross, speaking in The Dream of the Rood, even while 

boasting of its ability to defeat Christ's enemies, says of 

its obedience: 

£aer ic ne dorste ofer Dryhtnes word 
bugan oSSe berstan, j?a ic bifian geseah 
eoritan sceatas. Ealle ic mihte 
feondas gefyllan, hwaecfre ic faeste stod. 

[Then I dared not against the word of God bow or 
break, though I saw the surfaces of the earth 
tremble. I might have felled all the enemies; 
however, I stood fast.] (35-38) 

Another aspect of the wisdom expected of a king or 

other leader in Anglo-Saxon times was the obligation to be a 

just ruler who kept peace with other groups of people and 

within the tribe. Schiicking comments that there was a 

"strong emphasis on a prince's popularity and on good 

relations between a king and his people" (41). This concept 

seems to contradict the necessity of wars to win tribute, 

but Anglo-Saxon society certainly understood the concept 

of the "just war" and recognized that peace allowed 

prosperity to develop. Concerning the coronation of King 

Edgar in 973, Blair says: 

He undertood that true peace should be observed 
throughout the kingdom, that robberies and all 
other evils should be forbidden and that equity 
and mercy should temper all judgements. (207) 

Blair further says that Edgar's coronation recognizes "the 

principle that the king is under obligations towards his 

subjects" (208). In The Governance of Anglo-Saxon England, 

Henry Royston Loyn writes of 
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a just king with responsibility for the proper 
government and administration of the people com-
mitted to his care [even if this care] was 
implicitly if not fully formulated or always 
understood. (44) 

Loyn also describes one of the king's chief duties as the 

administration of law (126). Schucking agrees that the 

king's "rule should be a service in love, benevolence, 

[and] sympathetic care"; the king should make and keep 

peace (39). There should always be "good relations between 

a king and his people" (41). Ritchie Girvan says, "The 

ultimate approval is for him who had secured for his people 

a long reign of peace" (51). Sawyer comments on the 

seeming conflict between the desire for order and the 

reality of chaos: 

The campaigns and plundering expeditions reported 
in our sources appear superficially to be dis-
ordered conflict in which only the fittest 
survived, but they were in fact regulated to 
a remarkable extent by a code of conduct that 
was probably recognized by all, if disregarded 
by some. (55) 

That same code regulated lives within and between households 

or kingdoms (55) . Further, 

[t]here were of course breaches of the code, but 
the fact that some men break laws is no proof 
that the same laws are not regarded as binding 
by the majority. (55) 

Hrothgar tells Beowulf that one of the happy results of the 

hero's disposal of the monsters is peace: 

[!]Hafast £>u gefered, jpa&t £>am foleum sceal, 
Geata leodum ond Gar-Denum 
sib gemeene, ond sacu restan, 
inwitnl£>as, J?e hie aer drugon. [1 ] 
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["To the Geatish people and the Spear-Danes you 
have brought about peace; fighting and hostile 
acts which were earlier engaged in shall be at 
rest."] (Beowulf 1855-58) 

Certainly, the desirability of tranquility within the tribe 

receives more attention in the poetry than does peace 

between peoples. The chief disruptive force within the 

troop was the feud (discussed in detail in Chapter V, 

below). However, vengeance for wrongful death caused by 

an enemy is very different from the blood feud among 

kindred. Revenge is not only acceptable; it is expected. 

Speaking to comfort Hrothgar after Grendel1s dam has killed 

Aeschere, Beowulf says, "'Ne sorga, snotor gumal Selre 

bid Sghwaim, / fc>ast he his freond wrece, fc>onne he fela 

murne[1]" ["Do not grieve, wise man. It is better for 

everyone to avenge his friend than to mourn too much "] 

(1384-85). Beowulf shows his qualities of leadership and 

magnanimity of heart in maintaining peace when he does not 

let the flyting or quarrel with Unferth prevent his 

acceptance of the loan of Hrunting, Unferth*s sword, for 

the battle with Grendel's dam. Even when the sword fails, 

Beowulf does not blame it or Unferth: 

Heht j?a se hearda Hrunting beran 
sunu Ecglafes, heht his sweord niman, 
leoflic Iren; saegde him ]?aes leanes |>anc, 
cwaect, he |?one gudwine gSdne tealde, 
wlgcraeftigne, nales wordum log 
meces ecge 

[Then the brave one (Beowulf) had Hrunting borne 
to the son of Ecglaf, commanded him (Unferth) to 
take his sword, the admirable iron; he said to 
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him thanks for the loan, said he considered the 
war-friend good, strong in battle. Not at all in 
words did he blame the sword's edge.] (1807-12) 

By so speaking, Beowulf avoided a possible feud within 

Hrothgar's following and possibly between the Danes and the 

Geats. The evil results of a feud can be seen in The 

Husband's Message, where both husband and wife have suf-

fered because of some sort of quarrel: "Hine fash£>o Sdraf / 

of sigejpeode" [The feud drove him away from the victorious 

nation ] (19-20). Frequently the Anglo-Saxons praised a 

virtue by speaking vehemently against its negative; when 

Hrothgar pledges friendship with Beowulf, the old king tells 

the bitter story of Heremod, who did not keep the peace 

within his kingdom (see below, Chapter V). Speaking further 

of Beowulf's virtue as a peace-keeper, the narrator says 

that he "nealles druncne slog / heorfrgeneatas;" [never 

drunkenly slew his hearth-companions] (2179-80). Content-

ment within his kingdom and kindred is clearly on Beowulf's 

mind as he is dying. In his last speech, he is greatly 

pleased to be able to say: 

[' ] Ic 3ass ealles maeg 
feorhbennum seoc gefean habban; 
forCtcim me wltan ne Ctearf Waldend fira 
morflrorbealo mSga, jponne mln sceaceif 
llf of lice.[1] 

["I, weakened by death-wounds, may take joy in 
this: that the Lord of men does not have cause to 
lay as charge on me the murder of kinsmen when 
the life of the body passes from me."] (2739-43) 
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One of the most important obligations of an Anglo-Saxon 

king was that of providing treasure for his people and 

dispensing it fairly. It is easy to specify this obliga-

tion, but it is not easy to discuss it coherently. There 

is more material in the heroic poetry, and consequently in 

the critical work about that material, concerning treasure 

than about .any other, single idea , v 

To begin with, a successful king had to win treasure 

with which to run his kingdom, reward his followers, and 

pay his debts, and it was by fighting that a king won 

wealth. "[0]ne of the main activities of these rulers 

[British and English] was to lead their followers on what 

can reasonably be described as treasure hunts" 

(Sawyer 62) . As Barbara Raw points out, in Beowulf 

one of Scyld's good qualities is that his wars brought 

tribute to his people (86). The poetry of the time 

contains references to the necessity of the king's winning 

treasures for his people. After Judith's great victory, 

the poet speaks of the victors' picking up of splendid 

treasures out of the carnage of the battle-field: 

Cirdon cynerofe, 
wiggend on wid"ertrod, waslscel on innan, 
reocende hraew. Rum wees to nimanne 
londbuendum on 3am laCTestan, 
hyra ealdfeondum unlyfigendum 
heolfrig herereaf, hyrsta scyne, 
bord ond bradswyrd, brune helmas, 
dyre madmas. 

[The royally-brave warriors on their journey 
back returned (through) the carnage in among the 
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reeking corpses. There was opportunity to take 
from the most loathed natives, their unliving 
ancient enemies, gory plunder, beautiful orna-
ments, shields and broadswords, shining helmets, 
precious treasures.] (311-18) 

Scyld Schefing, the earliest king of whom the Beowulf poet 

speaks, is great because he commands tribute: 

off £>a2t him ^ghwylc ymbsittendra 
ofer hronrade h^ran scolde, 
gomban gyldan-

[untiI to him the neighboring peoples over the sea 
should yield tribute.] (9-11) 

On the other side of the issue, it would be dishonor-

able to pay tribute; Byrhtnoth refuses to succumb to the 

Vikings1 demand for tribute because it would be shameful 

to yield wealth without a fight (Cherniss 83). If a 

warrior has defeated an enemy openly and honorably, he 

earns the right to plunder the slain of his arms and 

treasure (91-93). There was for the Anglo-Saxons, and 

subsequently for historians and critics of the age, a 

considerable degree of ambivalence toward treasure in all 

its forms. Although the church preached disvaluing the 

good things of this world in favor of laying up treasures 

in heaven, the secular culture demanded the acquisition 

and distribution of wealth. Gold and land had to be 

gained properly; there was "heroic antipathy toward the 

unrighteous possession of wealth, . . . reflected in the 

[Beowulf] poet's portrayal of the hoard-robber" (Cherniss 

89); Beowulf, on the other hand, fights openly and 

honorably. The dragon, according to Cherniss, is in an 
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unenviable position; his hoard was originally collected as 

burial treasure for an entire clan, and the dragon is 

merely doing his duty since "the natural function of Ger-

manic dragons is to guard treasure hoards from robbers" 

(87). The supernatural protector tended to become greedy 

in his role as guardian, but it remained his duty to keep 

unsuitable persons from seizing his garnered possessions. 

Cherniss goes on: 

Further, the function of the dragon in Beowulf 
is, at least in part, to force any potential 
owner of the hoard to establish his worthiness 
to possess the great treasure by defeating him, 
the dragon, in open combat. (87) 

From another point of view, in The Mode and Meaning of 

Beowulf, Margaret E. Goldsmith notes that the meaning of 

treasure is ambiguous (67). Earlier in her book she says: 

The treasure piled about a corpse is the most 
memorable of the recurrent images of treasure 
in the poem [Beowulf], and Beowulf's own surpass-
ing achievements are depicted in a perspective of 
history which emphasizes that their beneficent 
results are short-lived. (13) 

In "Beowulf's Three Great Fights," H. L. Rogers emphasizes 

the negative connotations of wealth: "In other literature, 

treasure may perhaps bring no good to him who possesses 

it; in Beowulf the treasure is positively evil" (340). 

Stanley B. Greenfield says, in "Gifstol and Goldhoard in 

Beowulf," "[wjith its negative and positive implications of 

meaning, the hoard pulls in two directions at once" (113). 

The positive image produced by the hoard is that Beowulf 
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will die happier for having seen it and knowing that he has 

won it for his people. The negative images include the elegy 

for the burial of the lone survivor of the clan to whom the 

treasure had belonged, the unlawful plunder of the hoard by 

the robber, the cruel behavior of the dragon in avenging 

his loss, and the hoard's reburial, which prevents it from 

being used to benefit Beowulf's people (113). Goldsmith, 

too, points out that, although gift-giving shows the 

generosity of the giver and the worthiness of the recipient, 

it also demonstrates, because of man's cupidity, great 

potential for harm; its possession may contaminate (90). 

She goes on to say in praise of Beowulf, "It is noticeable 

that the giants' dwelling [the cave of Grendel and his dam] 

contains a great deal of treasure which Beowulf does not 

touch; he takes only the trophies of his victory" (123). 

Taking lawfully and bravely won trophies from the battle-

field was acceptable and expected; theft is another matter 

altogether (see Chapter V, below). 

A positive attitude toward treasure of all kinds is 

amply represented in the history and literature of the 

time. In Studies in Heroic Legend, Kemp Malone says of 

Gifica, the legendary founder of the house of Burgundy, 

that his very name means "'man whose characteristic quality 

is munificence'" (183). In The Structure of Beowulf, 

Kenneth Sisam states that kings reward active warriors, 

not necessarily their own sons; for example, "Hygelac gave 
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Hrethel1s sword to Beowulf, not to his own Heardred" (42). 

Cherniss writes extensively of the lord's proper generosity 

toward his followers and notes that such magnanimity is one 

of the two most highly praised attributes of a good king 

(42). He points out the emphasis which the poet of Widsith 

places on the open-handedness of the kings whom he exalts, 

especially when they have been kind to him (13) . Jones also 

marks the lavishness of good kings: "The generous gave for 

reward, in pay, to cement ties, from ostentation, and out 

of a generous heart" (45). Raw adds that generosity meant 

more than quantity; it also meant quality. The best of 

kings gave the best of treasures (32). 

Because treasure represented honor as well as material 

wealth, the recipient of treasures was also expected to be 

generous; he was supposed to give to his lord the treasures 

given to him or won by him, and he was expected to be 

generous to those below him in rank or honor. In The 

Beginnings of English Society, Whitelock writes about the 

ceremonial and symbolic giving of arms and treasure, arms 

which must be protected from enemies; she says that Beowulf 

is particularly proud that, by killing Daeghrefn, he is 

able to prevent the slayer of Hygelac from taking the 

dead king's armor to the enemy lord (30-31). That the 

symbolic meaning of treasure had to do with the honor of 

both giver and receiver and with the social status of both 

is clear. Cherniss says: 
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A leader, whether he is a king or a thane, is 
measured by his readiness to acknowledge the 
worthiness of his followers (or leader) by giving 
them tokens of their worthiness in the form of 
rings, horses or other treasures. Hence, Hroth-
gar's gifts to Beowulf reflect not only the 
honor due to the warrior, but the honor due to 
the old king as well. (93) 

Further, treasure-objects 

give moral value to their possessors; . . . they 
are, in fact, the material manifestations of 
representations of the proven or inherent worthi-
ness of whoever possesses them. We may define 
the function of treasure as that of a tangible, 
material symbol of the intangible, abstract 
qualities of virtue in a warrior. (81) 

Such an attitude toward treasure makes it easy to see why 

warriors sought material reward and why its loss was 

devastating. Not only did treasures grant status to their 

recipient, but the status of the warrior who possessed a 

treasure increased the value of that object (94). The 

lineage of an important piece of jewelry, for example, 

becomes important because the history of its possessors 

enhances the honor of its latest owner (Cherniss 95, 96). 

The value of Wiglaf's sword establishes the identity of 

an unknown young warrior, a good illustration of how the 

lineage of an inanimate object enhances the worth of a 

character (96). It is perhaps the equating of treasures 

with the honor of their possessors that necessitates the 

burial of treasure with dead heroes: 

These [burial] treasures function as symbolic 
of the honor and veneration which the warriors 
have achieved in life, and since the virtues of 
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these warriors have died with them (except, of 
course, in the minds of the living), the outward 
symbols of these virtues must also "die" and be 
buried. (85) 

Yet another facet of the complicated attitude toward 

material goods is in the exchange of gifts. Many, perhaps 

all, societies recognize the obligation which accepting a 

gift either implies or states overtly. In The Gift: Form 

and Function in Archaic Societies, Marcel Mauss makes very 

plain the necessity of exchange involved in gift-giving and 

receiving: 

Between vassals and chiefs, between vassals and 
their henchmen, the hierarchy is established by 
means of these gifts. To give is to show one's 
superiority, to show that one is something more 
and higher, that one is magister. To accept 
without returning or repaying more is to face 
subordination, to become a client and subser-
vient, to become minister. (72) 

In "The Exile as Uncreator," I>avid Milliams says: 

Both the pagan and Christian use the idea of 
exchange to express a community or men engaged 
in a communication based on shared and common 
belief. The Germanic pagan model is that of the 
giving of gifts by the lord to the retainers. 

(3) 

The heroes of the poems expect to be amply rewarded for 

their service. Greenfield says of Beowulf's attitude toward 

the dragon-hoard, "despite the selflessness of motivation, 

the heroic pattern . . . calls for a reward" (109). As 

Whitelock puts it, "In return for their service the men 

expect horses and weapons, and feasting in the lord's 

household; they covet the place of highest honour in it" 
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(Beginnings 29). Jones says: "Gold, weapons, mead are the 

recurring symbols of gift and payment, hospitality unstinted 

and service unto death, the full committal of lord to man 

and man to lord" (45). In "Arms, Status and Warfare in 

Late-Saxon England," Brooks says: 

Certainly we find a world in which treasure and 
weapons are the currency of lordship and personal 
obligations, of kingship and the comitatus. A 
man received weapons when he entered service and 
was expected to use them on his lord's behalf 
during his life. (91-92) 

Mauss emphasizes the sense of obligation created by the gift: 

In Scandinavian and many other civilizations 
contracts are fulfilled and exchanges of goods 
are made by means of gifts. In theory such gifts 
are voluntary but in fact they are given and 
repaid under obligation. . . . [The intention 
is] to isolate one important set of phenomena: 
namely, presentations which are in theory volun-
tary, disinterested and spontaneous, but are in 
fact obligatory and interested. The form usually 
taken is that of the gift generously offered; but 
the accompanying behavior is formal pretence and 
social deception, while the transaction itself is 
based on obligation and economic self-interest. 
(1) 

Putting the case more mildly in Early Medieval Kingship, 

P. H. Sawyer and I. N. Wood say: "In these societies social 

relationships are expressed or created by gifts, and a gift 

can create the obligation to make a counter-gift" (141). 

In Roman Britain, however, Sawyer points out that, in both 

Celtic and Germanic societies, "The offering of a gift that 

cannot possibly be reciprocated is one way of humiliating 

someone" (170). In "The Distinction between Land and 

Moveable Wealth in Anglo-Saxon England," T. M. Charles-
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Edwards makes several points about the principle of reci-

procity involved in gift-exchange. First, moveable wealth 

was more often exchanged than was land. Second, contrary 

to Mauss's statement, the primary function of the exchange 

was to maintain friendship; economic considerations were 

secondary. The pattern of exchange lasted throughout the 

lives of the members of the relationship and could honorably 

involve the replacement of an exchange of evils (such as 

feuds) by an exchange of things of positive value (180). 

Charles-Edwards agrees with Mauss that the exchange itself 

and the kind and value of the items exchanged helped to 

define the relationships of the people involved (181). 

The last element of the Anglo-Saxon attitude toward 

wealth which is of particular concern is that toward the 

possession and dispersion of land. Whitelock says that 

the principal payment made to followers of kings 

in Anglo - Saxon times was land: (36) , but she does not go 

into detail. Charles-Edwards discusses at length the 

function of the gift of land, beginning by saying that such 

a gift occurred in special relationships (180). When a 

retainer was about twenty-five years old and ready to 

retire from active service attending in person on the 

king, he was given a grant of land? he probably married at 

about the same time (181). However, the relationship 

expressed by the gift of land and the obligation created 

by such a gift were quite different from the relationship 
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and obligation involved in the exchange of moveable 

wealth: 

All types of friendships, whether between 
equals or unequals, were expressed and sustained 
by exchange of moveable wealth, just as they 
were expressed and sustained by exchange of 
service. Gifts of land also sustained friend-
ship, but they were used for friendship between 
unequals. (187) 

Earlier, Charles-Edwards states: 

The gift of land is made once for all; there is 
no repetition of the gift. The grant is probably 
not hereditary, but is lifelong unless the 
recipient fails in his duty to serve his lord. 
On the other hand, the gift of service is 
open-handed and indefinite; the vassal can 
never claim that his services have now answered 
the gift of land and the incomplete gift of 
service is the basis of superiority of lord 
over vassal. The vassal is always in debt to 
his lord. (183) 

In a culture in which people commonly live into their 

seventies and in which the most commonly held concept of 

land ownership is absolute (as in twentieth-century North 

America), it is a little difficult to remember that an 

Anglo-Saxon who lived beyond forty was old or that it was 

entirely possible to have the long-term use of land without 

permanent, disposable title to it. Both facts kept 

followers more closely and personally bound to the king 

than they might otherwise have been. 

Besides providing treasure for his people, the most 

important duty of the Anglo-Saxon king was to protect them 

from harm. Bede mentions that Bishop Lawrence had a 

dream in which St. Peter admonished him for even thinking 
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about abandoning his flock (109-10). In another chapter 

Bede recounts the proverbial peace enforced by King Edwin: 

a woman could carry her new-born babe across the island 

from sea to sea without any fear of harm" (132). Further-

more, Edwin's concern for his people caused him to have 

brass drinking bowls placed by springs along the roads, and 

his subjects respected him so much that they did not steal 

the vessels (132). Jones says that the chief duties of the 

kings in Beowulf are to be lord, leader, giver of gold, 

friend, and protector to their people (46). Whitelock says 

that, since the lord assumed the protection of his followers, 

he also had to produce in court any retainer accused of a 

crime, and perhaps pay damages for him, sometimes even for 

an act committed before the man joined his retinue. Such 

serious responsibility might easily make a king reluctant 

to accept the services of a lordless stranger 

(35, 36-37) . Schiicking says that Beowulf looks back at his 

life and decides that his chief virtue has been that he 

protected "his kingdom so well that no enemy dared to attack 

it" (36). Protection of followers was not always a simple 

behavior such as leading them into battle; it sometimes 

included protection against the supernatural. In "The 

Trials of the Epic Hero in Beowulf," Peter Fisher says, 

"Beowulf's fight is not only to revenge but also to cleanse 

the human habitation of an infernal influence," a statement 

applicable to all of the monsters that appear in the poem 
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(175). But "[t]he king's overall duty was to provide 

leadership for the free men in arms" (Loyn 164). According 

to Sawyer , it was war which effected the greatest changes 

in early British and English society (51}, 

and "One of the main functions of a king was to lead his 

people in war and, as their representative, his victory or 

defeat was theirs" (71). Even Byrhtnoth, whose shortcomings 

will be discussed later, recognized what he was supposed to 

do: 

He [Byrhtnoth] says himself that it is his purpose 
to defend the realm of Aethelred, the people, and 
the land (52-3). It was heroic for him and his 
men to fight to annihilation if necessary, in the 
attempt to destroy or hold off the invaders. 
(Tolkien 15) 

The poem itself says: 

[1]Brimmanna boda, abeod eft ongean, 
sege £>inum leodum miccle ia£>re spell, 
joaet her stynt unforcudt eorl mid his werode 
]?e wile gealgean e£>el |>ysne, 
JEjoelredes eard, ealdres mines 
folc and foldan. ['] 

[."Messenger of the sailors, announce also, tell 
your people the greatly loathed saying that here 
stands dauntless the earl with his troop, he who 
wants to defend this native country, Athelred's 
native land, the people and soil of my prince."] 
(Maidon 49-54) 

In Beowulf, too, occurs a reference to the duty of the king 

to protect. Early in the poem, the narrator says of Beowulf: 

•Baem eafera waes asfter cenned 
geong in geardum, £>one God sende 
folce to frofre; fyrenctearfe ongeat, 
pe hie ser drugon aldor(le)ase 
lange hwlle 
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[To this one was born an offspring afterwards, 
young in the household, whom God sent to the 
people for help; (he) perceived the dire distress 
which they earlier endured for a long while lord-
less.] (12-16) 

The whole poem celebrates Beowulf's activities as protector, 

first against Grendel, then against Grendel's dam; as 

shelterer of his people throughout his long reign; and 

finally as their shield against the most hazardous of 

monsters, the dragon. 

A different kind of protection is described and 

celebrated in The Dream of the Rood. In ordinary terms, 

dying as a criminal is not an effective way to protect 

anyone, but the narrator believes that the death of God on 

the cross provided the only real protection that matters. 

The cross, speaking in the vision, describes Christ in 

heroic terms: "Geseah ic J?a Frean mancynnes / efstan elne 

mycle £»aet He me wolde on gestlgan" [Then I saw the Lord 

of mankind hurry with great courage to ascend on me ] (Dream 

33-34). The cross explains even more clearly its attitude 

toward Christ's behavior: 

[; ] Nu ic hate, haalect" mln se leofa, 
fc>aet <Tu joas gesyh£te secge mannum, 
onwreoh wordum Jpast hit is wuldres beam 
se clfe aslmihtig God on jprowode 
for mancynnes manegum synnum 
ond AdSmes ealdgewyrhtum. 
D§a£t He jpaSr byrigde; hwasffere eft Dryhten aras 
mid His miclan mihte mannum to helpe. ['] 

["Now Ibid you, my so beloved man, that you tell 
these visions to men, to tell with words that it 
is the cross of glory on which the almighty God 
suffered for the many sins of mankind and Adam's 
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former deeds, He there tasted death; however, 
thereafter the Lord arose with his great might 
as a help to men."] (95-102) 

In Anglo-Saxon poetry Beowulf and Christ come closest 

to exhibiting all the positive traits of the proper warrior-

king pride, wisdom, generosity, and the willingness and 

ability to protect their people. Because he was human, 

Beowulf succeeded only for a finite time in finite ways. 

Christ is the eternal king. 
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CHAPTER III 

SERVERS OF HONOR AND PEACE-WEAVERS 

Aristocratic women—there remain few records of the 

activities of those who were lower-class—played complicated 

roles in Anglo-Saxon society, as did the men whose deeds are 

of most concern to the heroic poets. The roles of the 

women, as well as those of the men, reflect the values of 

the complex comitatus and its failings as a political system. 

Although fewer lines of poetry are devoted to women than to 

men, no society can function without both, and the material 

from the time clearly reflects the importance of women both 

in Anglo-Saxon and other Germanic cultures. In God's Handi-

work: Images of Women in Early Germanic Literature, Richard 

Schrader points out that Germanic literature was 

more sympathetic to Eve's daughters than was 
traditional theology. . . . The favorable por-
trayals may also owe something to the fact that 
women, a number of them well educated, formed a 
significant portion of the audience and were 
themselves authors. (ix) 

In Women in Anglo-Saxon England; And the Impact of 1066, 

Christine Fell appreciates the formality of heroic poetry 

in examining the role of women because 

heroic poetry is not susceptible to rapid change 
and its values and attitudes can up to a point be 
assumed to be representative of the early culture, 
the culture that the Anglo-Saxons brought with 
them. (26) 

52 
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Not only were the aristocratic women of the time well 

educated, they were also influential, an attribute to be 

examined more fully below. Some of them were rulers in 

their own right. Perhaps the most notable of those queens 

regnant was Aethelflaed, queen of Mercia from 911 to 918, 

described as a warrior-queen by Pauline Stafford in Queens, 

Concubines, and Dowagers: The King's Wife in the Early 

Middle Ages (118). In An Introduction to Anglo-Saxon 

England, Peter Hunter Blair further identifies Aethelflaed 

as the daughter of King Alfred and sister of Edward the 

Elder, who had succeeded Alfred; she assisted greatly in 

the campaigns against the invading Danes (80-81) . Aethel-

flaed, as warrior-queen, "[r]eceived the spoils of war from 

her returning armies" (Stafford 26). Stafford speculates 

that Judith may have been written for or about Aethelflaed 

since the Anglo-Saxon queen shared with the Old Testament 

heroine many qualities such as "the warlike capacities of 

Judith, the renown she won in battle, . . . and the 

inspiration she gave to her warriors" (26). 

Not surprisingly, the Anglo-Saxon attitude toward 

women, like the attitude toward treasure, contained several 

ambivalences. The status of a wife was important, and 

queens were usually free-born, but Wealhtheow, the name of 

the queen of the Danes in Beowulf, means "foreign slave" 

(Fell 66). Further, Fell says: 
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The prospect of slavery for the women of a 
defeated tribe is recognized in Old English and 
Old Norse literature, and along with this recog-
nition there is a recurrent ambivalent attitude 
toward slavery. (67) 

Existence as a slave obviously meant living in the lowest 

social status, yet those now at the bottom of the turn of 

fortune's wheel may have been of noble birth and careful 

education (67). Generally, however, the king's wife was 

of a status equal to his. According to Stafford: 

A wife of the correct status maintained the 
dignity of the family. It was no empty thing, 
but indicated the treasure, land, and supporters 
she would bring with her. (37) 

Helen Damico, in Beowulf's Wealhtheow and the Valkyrie Tra-

dition , says that Hrothgar's wife is queenly, acts as a 

pledge of peace, has royal status and political influence, 

and serves as bedfellow and mother (5), an.impressive list of 

responsibilities. Damico also says that the poet's 

care and deliberation in technique serve to 
establish Heorot's queen as a commanding figure, 
while her exemplary traits—bounteousness, 
imposing stature, dignity, and excellence of 
mind—render her [an] idealized queen figure. 
(4) 

Furthermore, Wealhtheow shows traces of the complex 

female character types peculiar to various 
aristocratic heroic epics: the queen-mother 
prophetess, the exemplary hostess, the queen-
politician, the erotic bride, and the warrior-
woman (6) 

For Damico, Wealhtheow plays a highly significant role in 

Beowulf, a poem traditionally viewed as being male dominated: 
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From the moment she enters the narrative until 
the end of this initial episode, it is on 
Wealhtheow—her description, her qualities, 
her thought, her action—that the poet focuses 
his attention. In this and in her other major 
appearance, he makes her the prime lever of 
narrative action and presents both incident and 
character from her vantage point. (6-7) 

Assuming a slightly different point of view from Damico's, 

Fell says of women in Anglo-Saxon heroic literature: 

Neither sex nor marriage is central to Old 
English literature, and romance plays a small 
part. Heroic literature, however, reveals oc-
casional glimpses of the role of wife, daughter 
or betrothed, some of them surprisingly ambiva-
lent. (66) 

Although explicit examples of the religious functions of 

queens do not appear in the heroic poems discussed in this 

paper, several critics, using historical material and prose 

pieces from the time, mention such functions as quite 

important. Schrader points out that female saints are 

brave, wise, and beautiful (16-17). Fell says that the 

word wyrd (which appears frequently in all heroic poetry), 

having feminine gender, may once have represented a female 

goddess of fate (27). One of the ambivalences concerning 

women arises out of the Christian attitude of the time 

which valued virginity while society valued the marriage 

of women and the rearing of many children. Stafford says: 

It is the celibate, desexualized woman who is 
most admired, the ideal of chastity influencing 
the Christian mind however inappropriate it 
might be in practice. (26) 
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For example, Bede writes about a number of saintly, celibate 

women such as St. Hilda, Abbess of Whitby; Ethelburga, 

Abbess of Barking; and Ebba, Abbess of Coldingham, He 

reserves special praise for Queen Etheldreda, who, although 

she was married twice, the second time for twelve years, 

"preserved the glory of perpetual virginity" (238). Later, 

discussing the religious duties of royal women of the time, 

Stafford says: 

The royal dead were the particular preserve of 
dowager queens and unmarried daughters; securing 
the beneficent intercession of the saints was a 
function of queens at all stages of life. (121) 

I n Beowulf, an old woman follows the hero to his funeral 

pyre, predicting evils to come, perhaps serving as the 

Geats' official mourner: 

(s)io g(eo)meowle 
(aefter Biowulfe b)undenheorde 
(song) sorgcearig, sa&de geneahhe, 
fc>aet hio hyre (hearmda)gas hearde (ondre)de, 
waslfylla worn, (wigen)des egesan, 
hy[n]aro (ond) h(a=ftny)d. 

[an old woman with her hair bound up sang 
repeatedly for Beowulf such a mournful song, a 
sorrowful song, that she greatly feared their 
harmful days, large numbers of slaughters, the 
terror of a warrior, injury and captivity.] 
(3150-55) 

Damico is very explicit in her explication of Wealhtheow's 

religious role: 

Finally, the tone and tenor of her blessing of 
Beowulf and her quasi-prophetic references to 
his future fame and fortune lend an aspect to 
Wealhtheow's behaviour that goes beyond courtly 
decorum and approaches the religious function 
of prophetess, a traditional female role in 
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heroic epic and, according to Tacitus and Caesar, 
in Germanic society as well. (6) 

For Bede, as might be expected, one of the most important 

functions a woman might perform was that of carrying 

Christianity to the kingdom into which she might marry. 

When Edwin, king of Northumbria, wanted to marry Ethelberga, 

daughter of King Ethelbert of Kent, her father hesitated, 

fearing to send his daughter to a pagan, until Edwin gave 

solemn promises that she and her attendants would not be 

hindered in any way from practicing their religion. He 

also promised to examine the new religion to see whether 

it might be better than his own. Pope Boniface wrote to 

Edwin urging him to accept Christianity and to Ethelberga 

asking her to use her influence on her husband. Eventually, 

Edwin and all his people accepted Christianity (114-30). 

Besides acting as arbiters in religious matters, Anglo-

Saxon women also had sexual roles to play, despite the fact 

that sexuality is almost never mentioned in Anglo-Saxon 

poetry. When it is mentioned, the reference is usually 

veiled. The obscure, perhaps fragmentary, Wulf and Eadwacer 

seems to refer to an unorthodox man-woman relationship, 

combining pain and joy: 

£onne hit waes rgnig weder ond ic reotugu sast, 
jponne mec se beaducafa bogum bilegde; 
waes me wyn to £>on, waes me hwae£>re eac la3". 

[Then it was rainy weather and I sat sad; when the 
bold arms embraced me, it was joy to me then; it 
was, however, also loathsome to me.](10-12) 
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Although the poem is obscure and difficult, at its end, the 

narrator seems to note the fact that the relationship had 

never been what it should have: "Past mon ea£>e tSslltefl-

fraette nSfre gesomnad waes, / uncer giedd geador" [One 

easily tears apart that which was never joined, our song 

together ](18-19). 

Damico says that Wealhtheow is important as Hrothgar's 

consort (5). The narrator of Beowulf says: 

-Ba him Hrofc>gar gewat mid his haele^a gedryht, 
eodur Scyldinga ut of healle; 
wolde wlgfruma WealhJaeo secan, 
cwen to gebeddan. 

[Then Hrothgar took himself away with his band of 
warriors, the prince of the Scyldings, out of the 
hall; the war-chief wished to seek Wealhtheow 
his queen for bed-fellow.] (662-65) 

Furthermore, "[Wealhtheow] is presented as the mother of 

future kings of Denmark" (Damico 6). She presents those 

future kings to Beowulf and asks for him to protect them: 

" [1 ] Beo j?u suna mxnum / diedum gedefe, dreamhealdende![']" 

["Be tomy sons, blessed one, kind in deeds "] (1226-27). 

Stafford emphasizes the importance of being the mother of 

many children, pointing out that " [i Infertility remained the 

strongest reason, as opposed to pretext, for divorce. 

Failure of heirs was intolerable" (86). Earlier, Stafford 

says that marriage provides security for women; Germanic 

law demanded a dowry or nuptial gift "if a union were to 

be a legitimate marriage" (62-63). Having many wives and 

many children visibly demonstrated the king's status and 
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wealth (72). Although it may not have been necessary for a 

new king to be the eldest son of his predecessor (see Chap-

ter II, above, page 16), the continuation of the royal line 

was extremely important (62) . 

Another of the important functions of Anglo-Saxon queens 

was that of being chief advisor to their kings. According 

to Stafford, "[q]ueens were expected to counsel and aid 

kings" (25). She goes on to add, perhaps with tongue in 

cheek, that "the line between counsel and domination may 

be fine and difficult both in reality and in the eyes of 

the beholder" (25). Further, "Woman's role in marriage 

and the household fostered a series of favorable images, 

. . . The household was not only the center of government 

but a model for it" (28). Stafford quotes Sedulius Scottus 

in his Book on Christian Rulers as saying: 

She [the queen] is, . . . chaste and endowed 
with the Christian virtues, but she is also 
skilled, rules her households, influences and 
counsels her husband. (28) 

Most importantly, the queen could control access to the 

king (99) because she was usually the most intimate royal 

advisor (192). A queen did not necessarily lose her power 

at the death of the king to whom she had been married: 

Widows could continue to be influential and 
active outside religion as mothers rather than 
wives. This was not only a possible method of 
survival, but a route to even greater power; 
many queens reach the height of their careers 
not as wives of royal husbands but as mothers 
and regents for young royal sons. (146) 
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Certainly a good counselor should be wise, and Damico says 

that Wealhtheow possesses this attribute (31); she "assumes 

the role of royal counselor by advising Hrothgar on politi-

cal and dynastic matters" (6). Wealhtheow expresses her 

concern to Hrothgar, noting his intent to adopt Beowulf, 

fearing the displacement of her sons: 

[1]Beo wifr GSatas glaed, geofena gemyndig, 
nean ond feorran j?u nu hafast. 
Me man saegde, |>aet |>u ®e for sunu wolde 
hereri [n]c habban. Heorot is gefielsod, 
beahsele beorhta; bruc £>enden £>u mote 
manigra medo, ond Jplnum magum lief 
folc ond rice, £>onne aft ford scyle, 
metodsceaft sdbn.['] 

["Be kind to the Geats, mindful of the gifts, from 
near and far, which you now have. Someone has 
said to me that you want to have him, the warrior, 
for a son. Heorot is cleansed, the bright beer-
hall; think to enjoy as long as you might the 
rewards of many, and leave to your kinsmen the 
people and kingdom when you must go forth to see 
death."] (Beowulf 1173-80) 

The Danish queen also advises Beowulf, reminding him of the 

proper behavior of thanes: 

t']Her is aighwylc eorl o£rum getrywe, 
mSdes milde, mandrihtne hoi[d], 
£egnas syndon ge|>w^re, £>eod ealgearo, 
druncne dryhtguman doO" swa ic bidde. ' 

["Here, one earl is true to the others, kind of 
heart, friendly to his lord; the thanes are loyal, 
the people entirely ready, the wine-filled noble-
men do as I ask."] (1228-31) 

Besides being producers of future kings and advisors to 

current ones, queens exercised considerable power in their 

own right. Stafford speaks of two popular models of the 

Anglo-Saxon period: 
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Two Old Testament women, Judith and Esther, 
have a particular significance, providing the 
strongest types of the completely political 
and active woman. (25) 

Because Judith, the hero of her own poem, acts entirely as 

a warrior, she has been discussed in Chapter II above. 

The other women who figure in the poetry of the time are 

treated here because they do not act with complete inde-

pendence. Schrader says that most Anglo-Saxon literature 

portrays Eve as Adam's full partner (4). Fell makes 

several observations concerning the legal protection of 

women; the laws of the time "make it clear that within a 

marriage the finances are held to be the property of 

husband and wife, not of husband only" (57). As mentioned 

above, the husband was required to pay a bride-price, 

the morgengifu [morning-gift] (56). Men were protected 

from having to rear as their own someone else's child, but 

many of the laws and marriage agreements clearly protected 

women (58-59). Although a lord assumed responsibility for 

the past behavior of one of his followers, "a wife shall 

not be held guilty for any criminal activity of her 

husband" (59). Fell also says: "The main protection for 

man, woman or child in Anglo-Saxon England was their 

wergild, the fine that had to be paid if they were killed" 

(83). Stafford points out that tenth-century English 

women could and did inherit property (192). In all the 

scenes in the poetry from the time, when a queen gives a 
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warrior treasures, there is no indication that she is merely 

dispensing property belonging to her husband; she is making 

her own gift, offering what is hers to give (see below, 

pages 65-67). Fell says: "Thus from the beginning to the 

end of the period the laws recognize an element of financial 

independence and responsibility in the wife's status" (59). 

Financial independence has always been an important measure 

of status and power, but Wealhtheow*s power is also personal. 

As Damico puts it, 

Wealhtheow . . . [is an] imposing [presence] 
at the celebratory occasions, . . . the typical 
queen holds secret counsel; . . . Wealhtheow 
exacts obedience from the dryhtguman "warrior-
band" in the hall. (23) 

Throughout her work, Damico emphasizes Wealhtheow's control, 

using words that connote as well as denote the queen's 

accustomed rule: 

[H]er military authority within the court . . . 
becomes explicit at the conclusion of the 
thanksgiving speech addressed to Beowulf (1215-
1231) when the queen states unambiguously that 
the warriors in the hall pay her homage and 
obedience, [see above, page 60] (6) 

Another queen, Modthryth, used her power for evil: 

M5dfc>ryat> wasg, 
fremu folces cwen, firen1 ondrysne; 
ncinig |>aet dorste deor geneban 
swassra geslffa, nefne sinfrea, 
£>aat hire an daeges eagum starede; 
ac him waelbende weotode tealde 
handgewrijoene; hrajpe seô ffan waes 
sefter mundgripe raece gejpinged, 
]?ast hit sceadenmoEl scyran moste, 
cwealmbealu cyffan. Ne biff swylc cwenllc jpeaw 
idese to efnanne, £>eah ffe hlo lenlicu sy, 
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Jpastte freoSFuwebbe f§ores onsSce 
aafter ligetorne lfeofne mannan. 

[Modthryth, the notorious queen of a people, 
carried on a terrible crime; not one brave one 
of her dear retainers dared the fierce venture, 
except the great lord, to look with eyes at her 
during the day. But to him the deadly bond was 
reckoned, twisted by hand; quickly afterwards, 
after the hand-grip was the sword appointed; 
it, the decorated sword, had to settle, had to 
make known battle-evil. Such is not the queenly 
custom for the woman to perform, although she 
may be peerless, that the peace-weaver would 
deprive a beloved man of life after pretended 
insult.] (Beowulf 1931-43) 

Stafford also describes a queen whose bad behavior served 

as a negative example for the time: 

When Clothar and his followers uttered criticism 
of Radegund as a queen, they cited her failures 
in these areas. She left the care of the royal 
hall to others, came late to meals, and did not 
preside at the feasts with the nobles. (101) 

Part of the power which queens exercised existed be-

cause they were the instigators of action. Damico says: 

"in each of the episodes [in which Wealhtheow appears] she 

emerges as the precipitator of the action1* (6). Further, 

she is in an oblique way exhorting him 
[Beowulf] to battle, a characteristic action 
of the Germanic warrior-woman who, both in 
historical and fictional writings, appears as 
an inciter and instigator of turbulent activity, 
whether in the court or on the battlefield. (8) 

The Beowulf poet does not quote Wealhtheow's speech directly 

but indicates what she says to the visiting hero: 

grette Geata leod, Gode jpancode 
wisfaest wordum i>aas Cfe hire se willa gelamp, 
jpaet heo on ainigne eorl gelyfde 
fyrena frofre. H§ £>aet ful ge]?eah, 
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weelreow wiga ast Wealh£>e/on, 
ond |?i gyddode gujpe gefysed 

[She greeted the lord of the Geats, thanked God 
in wise words that her wish had been fulfilled, 
that she might believe in any earl for the relief 
of hateful deeds. He, the man fierce in battle, 
received the full cup from Wealhtheow and then 
spoke, ready for battle.] (625-30) 

Her speech clearly stimulates Beowulf . In "Vows, Boasts 

and Taunts, and the Role of Women in Some Medieval Litera-

ture," Michael Murphy says that Wealhtheow is not quite a 

taunter, but it is after she speaks to Beowulf that he is 

"certain of his acceptance as a functionary of the Danes" 

(111). 

Although historical material and inferences from the 

literature of the Anglo-Saxon period have provided most of 

the preceding information in this chapter concerning the 

behavior of aristocratic women, the heroic poetry itself 

speaks directly about the two most important functions of 

queens: that of being the generous hostess and that of 

being a weaver of peace between tribes and nations. Since 

the Anglo-Saxons highly valued the generosity of those who 

had wealth to share, open-handedness was a virtue among 

queens as well as kings. Furthermore, magnanimity included 

the concept of service as well as gift-giving. As might 

be expected, the usual recipients of such generosity were 

male. According to Fell: 

It is also clear that this view [concerning wisdom 
and generosity] of a woman's role is male-centered. 
She is seen in relation to her lord, to her lord's 
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companions, his military retinue. The generosity-
is male-directed. (36-37) 

In spite of the power that some women achieved for them-

selves, the entire culture remained male-dominated. However, 

the queen controlled the royal household, thereby allowing 

the king to meet his responsibilities within the comitatus. 

Stafford points out that the queen managed the appearance 

of royal dignity and, usually, the gift-giving: 

Throughout the description of palace government, 
the giving and receiving of gifts appears as 
the way in which friends were made, obligations 
created, and the whole system of personal rule 
cemented. (99) 

The narrator of Widsith praises Ealdhild far and wide 

for her generosity to him: 

Ond me £>a Ealhhild oĵ erne forgeaf, 
dryhtcwen dugufc>e, dohtor Eadwines. 
Hyre lof lengde geond londa fela, 
konne ic be songe secgan sceolde 
hwaer ic under swegle selast wisse 
goldhrodene cwen giefe bryttian. 

[And then to me Ealdhild gave something else, the 
queen of the nobility, the daughter of Edwin. 
Through many lands I extended her praise when 
I had to tell in song wherever I went under the 
heavens that the best might know of the gold-
adorned queen's giving gifts.] (Widsith 97-102) 

Damico describes the example of the good queen: "Wealhtheow, 

the ideal queen, reigns over a hall resplendent with light 

and resounding in song" (9). As Fell puts it, "In Beowulf 

it is the queen herself, not a serving woman, who offers 

the cup to her husband and her guest" (50). The poem 

itself says: 
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Eode Wealh]?eow ford:, 
cwen HrodTgares cynna gemyndig, 
grette goldhroden guman on healle, 
ond fra _freolxc wxf ful gesealde 
Srest East-Dena e£>elwearde, 
baed hine blxShe aet jpaere beorjpege, 
leodum leofne; he on lust gejaeah 
symbel ond seleful, sigerSf kyning. 
Ymbeode j?a ides Helminga 
dugufcie ond geogojbe dael eeghwylcne, 
sincfato sealde, o£> jbast s®l 51amp, 
]?aet hxo Beowulfe, beaghroden cwen 
mode ge^ungen medoful astbasr 

[Then Wealhtheow went forth, Hrothgar's queen, 
mindful of court usage, and greeted the gold-
adorned men in the hall, and the noble wife first 
gave the cup to the protector of the East-Danes, 
bade him be joyful at the beer-drinking, the one 
loved by his people in joy, he partook of the 
feast and the hall-cup, the victorious king. 
The lady of the Helmings then went round the 
body of the old retainers, and to each portion 
of the youth, gave the precious cups, until the 
opportunity came, for her, the ring-adorned 
queen, to carry the mead-cup to Beowulf.] 

(Beowulf 612-24) 

At the feasting after the death of Grendel, Wealhtheow again 

acts as gracious queen, kind hostess, and giver of gifts: 

Hwearf jpa bx bence, j?a§r hyre byre waaron, 
Hre£Ttxc and HroCQnund, ond haele£>a beam, 
giogoCf astgaedere; £>eer se goda saet, 
Beowulf Geata be £>iem gebroCtrum twaim. 

Him wass ful boren, ond freondla£>u 
wordum bewasgned, ond wunden gold 
estum geeawed, earm[h]reade twa, 
hraegl ond hringas, healsbSaga maest 
£>ara |?e ic on foldan gefraagen hasbbe. 
[She moved about the benches where her sons were, 
Hrethric and Hrothmund and the young warriors 
together; there the good (one) sat, Beowulf of 
the Geats between the two brothers. To him the 
cup was carried and friendship offered with words, 
and beaten gold presented with good will, two 
arm ornaments, corslet and rings, the best of 
neck-rings of which I have ever heard on earth.] 
(1188-96) 
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Wealhtheow is not the only gracious queen in Beowulf; Hygd, 

Hygelac's queen, also performs her duties well on Beowulf's 

return: 

_ Bold waes betllc, bregorof cyning, 
hea[h on] healle, Hygd swiCte geong, 
wis welfcrangen, £>eah Se wintra lyt 
under burhlocan gebiden haebbe, 
Hcerejpes dohtor; nses hio hnah swa peah, 
ne to gnead" gifa Geata leodum, 
m3£>mgestr§ona. 

[The building was splendid, the king noble, 
high in the hall; Hygd (though) very young, (was) 
wise, excellent, although few winters she had 
dwelt in the castle-enclosure, Haerethes' 
daughter; she was not niggardly, however, nor 
stingy with gifts or treasures for the Geatish 
people.] (1925-31) 

The last, and most important, function of the aristo-

cratic Anglo-Saxon woman was to be a peace-weaver. Several 

historians and critics of the age discuss this role. Fell 

notes that the word wif, modern English wife, may be con-

nected with weaving (39). She goes on to say that grave 

goods indicate "a strong link in the culture between women 

and cloth-production" (40); it is not much of a metaphorical 

leap to move from the weaving of cloth to the weaving of 

relationships. Sawyer says that one "way in which alliances 

were expressed, and formed, was by marriage" (Roman Britain 

35); moreover, marriages "were also a means of patching up 

quarrels" (36). Stafford explains: 

Marriages were matters of allies, claims, lands, 
treasure, and prestige; they bound peace nego-
tiations and marked transitions in royal life. 
. . . They were an instrument of policy rather 
than passion. (34) 
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Later, she adds: 

In the sixth and seventh centuries royal widows 
were married by incoming kings or usurpers to 
secure through them a claim to the throne, to 
gain the support of their allies. (49) 

Beowulf speaks of Hrothgar's daughter, Freawaru, as just 

such a pledge of peace as he describes her proper service 

to the warriors in the hall: 

[']Hwxlum mleru cwen, 
friCtusibb folca flet eall geondhwearf, 
baedde byre geonge^ oft hlo beahwriiJan 
secge (sealde) , asr hie t5 setle geong. 
Hwxlum for (d)ugudre dohtor Hrotfgares 
eorlum on ende ealuwiege basr„ 
£>a ic Freaware fletsittende 
nemnan hyrde, £>Sr hto (nae)gled sine 
hceletlum sealde. Sio gehaten (is), 
geong goldhroden, gladum suna Frodan; 
(h)afaa- fc>ass geworden wine Scyldinga, 
rices hyrde, ond j?cet rsed talafl", 
t>aet h§ mid CPy wife waslfaihfla dael, 
saecca gesette.f] 

["At times the famous queen, a bond of peace to 
the nations, moved all around the hall, urged on 
the young ones? often she gave a circlet to a 
man before she went to her seat. At times before 
the troop the daughter of Hrothgar endlessly 
carried the ale-cup to the earls, then I heard 
the hall-sitters call her Freawaru; there she 
gave studded treasure to warriors. She, the 
gold-adorned, is pledged to go to the gracious 
son of Froda; it has seemed good to the wise 
friend of the Scyldings, the guardian of the 
kingdom, and he considers that good counsel, that 
he by means of a wife, might settle a goodly 
portion of quarrels, of deadly feuds."] (Beowulf 
2016-29) 

Ealdhild, in Widsith, is described as a "faslre freo£>webban" 

[very beloved peace-weaverI (6). 

As usual, however, the Anglo-Saxon poets were aware of 

the realities of the world about which they wrote. They knew 
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that the pawn sent as keeper of the peace existed in a 

precarious position. Fell says: 

Heroic poetry in particular is much concerned 
with the vulnerability of the woman cast in the 
role of freochawebbe "peace-weaver," where it 
is hoped that a peace-settlement between two 
hostile tribes or families may be made firmer 
by a marriage bond, (37) 

The operative word is hoped. Fell also says that a woman 

given as peace-weaver endures great isolation (37). Damico 

points out that even 

Wealhtheow faces the dilemma of divided loyalties 
that plagues so many of the heroines of Nordic 
heroic poetry, the pull of opposing familial 
obligations. (8) 

Immediately following his praise of Freawaru as hostess and 

his explanation that she is to be sent as a bride to weave 

peace, Beowulf warns: "[']Oft seldan hwier / aefter leodhryre 

lytle hwlle / bongar bugefr, |>eah seo bryd dugei [1 ] " 

["Often seldom anywhere after a deadly fight does the deadly 

spear rest for a little while, though the bride be good!"] 

(Beowulf 2029-31). 

Examples exist which demonstrate that the fears, both 

for the women and for the peace arrangements, were well 

founded. Stafford says: 

Wives whose marriages are designed to cement 
peace between peoples bring discord and sus-
picion into the royal household. As in-marriers 
and outsiders, wives are often objects of 
suspicion in [sic] the family hearth, especially 
when domestic tragedy strikes. (29) 
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She goes on to say that the person of the queen herself was 

often in danger, noting that, because of the importance of 

a marital alliance, 

Political revolutions became palace revolts to 
replace the influence [of the queen] on the 
king's person and the removal of the queen 
herself—the key piece on the chessboard—[was] 
paramount. (43) 

Stafford understands well the society she is describing 

when she continues: 

The violence of battles and murders is rarely 
far below the surface of such marriages. When 
women sealed alliances made by the sword, they 
became forcible reminders of defeat. . . . In 
theory these women were peacemakers and peace 
bringers, a powerful ideal. In practice, how-
ever, their presence at a foreign court generated 
tensions that could end in tragedy. (44) 

She concludes her comments about- the dual role of these 

women by saying: 

Where a woman's family had suffered defeat and 
death, she rarely forgot her fate and might 
change from peacemaker to vengeance-wreaker. 

(45) 

After reminding the wife of the promises she and her 

husband had earlier made, the narrator of The Husband's 

Message, purporting to be the message itself speaking aloud, 

comments on the feud which had driven the two apart: "Hine 

fa=jh|>o adraf / of sige£>eode " [The feud drove him away from 

the victorious nation] (19-20). Apparently, victory was 

not enough to ensure the peaceful continuance of a marriage. 

The entire body of The Wife's Lament mourns some sort of 

separation of two people even though the circumstances are 
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obscure. One section of the poem, however, is clear about 

the interference of the man's kindred: 

Ongunnon £>a2t £aes monnes magas hycgan 
|>urh dyrne gefc>oht, joaet hy todSlden unc 
jaast wit gewldost in woruldrlce 
lifdon 133"lIcost— ond mec longade. 

[Then began the kinsmen of the man to plan 
through hidden thought, to separate us so that 
we two would live most loathsomely, farthest 
apart in the kingdom of the world—I was longing 
in myself.] (11-14) 

In the Finnsburh episode of Beowulf, Hildeburh suffers the 

fate of living in a court where she is surrounded by enemies. 

The scop says early in his song: 

Ne huru Hildeburh herian joorfte 
Eotena treowe; unsynnum wearSt" 
beloren leofum set £>am lindplegan 
bearnum ond brofitrum; hie on geb.yrd hruron 
gare wunde; |>aet waes geSmuru ides! 

[Indeed, Hildeburh did not have good cause to 
praise the good faith of the Jutes; blameless, she 
became bereft of her loved ones at the battle; 
sons and brothers; they fell to fate, wounded by 
the spear. That was a sad woman!] (1071-75) 

In the spring-time, her kinsmen took revenge and returned to 

their homeland with both Hildeburh and treasure: 

•Da waes heal roden 
fSonda feorum, swilce Fin slaegen, 
cyning on cor]?re, ond seo cwen numen. 
Sceotend Scyldinga t5 scypon feredon 
eal ingesteald eorCTcyninges, 
swylce hie aet Finnes ham findan meahton 
sigla searogimma. Hie on sielade 
drihtlxce wlf to Denum feredon, 
lieddon to leodum. 

[Then was the hall reddened, with the lives of 
the enemies, likewise was Finn slain, the king 
with his host, and the queen taken. The warriors 
of the Scyldings carried to their ships all the 
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house-property of the earthly-king, all such as 
they might find at Finn's house, jewels of 
precious gems. They to the Danes, her loved 
ones, carried on the sea voyage the noble wife.] 
(1151-59) 

Aristocratic Anglo-Saxon women, like the men of their 

class, had an important part to play in the traditions that 

held their society together. Ideally, they demonstrated 

generosity and loyalty; humanly, they sometimes brought 

disturbance instead of peace. Their lives were complicated 

and demanding; none of these ladies had an easy time of it, 

but then, not many did in Anglo-Saxon times, either in 

history or poetry. The very languages of the Germanic 

tradition expressed an important cultural ambivalence toward 

women and marriage (see OED); the Anglo-Saxon word for 

marriage is gift (Sawyer 71), and although this meaning 

dropped out in English, the Scandinavian languages have 

kept it. From Old High German, the meaning of the word 

took a very different course; in modern German, it means 

both gift and poison. 
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CHAPTER IV 

EAXLGESTEALLAN: SHOULDER-COMPANIONS TO THE KING 

Anglo-Saxon thanes who served their lords as warriors 

had very complicated roles to play in meeting the demands 

of their society. Insofar as they were leaders of men 

within the larger troop, they had the same obligations as 

the kings: to demonstrate proper pride, to be wise, to be 

generous to their followers, and to protect those under 

their command. Besides these obligations (discussed in 

full in Chapter II, above), however, the followers had the 

often dangerous obligation to be completely loyal in their 

service to their lord. The word loyalty, useful as it is 

as an umbrella term for the followers' responsibilities 

within the comitatus, expresses several concepts. The 

loyalty which the Anglo-Saxon followers owed was in response 

to gifts given, was personal and not national, was sworn 

and took preeminence over all other obligations, included 

such respectful behavior as giving gifts to their leaders, 

returning war-gear to a lord at the time of a warrior's 

death (the heriot), and, most important, personal service 

in battle, including the taking of vengeance and the 

willingness to die. 
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In The Beginnings of English Society, Dorothy Whitelock 

says that the companions of the king who share in the "hall-

joy" should expect to pay for it with their lives in war if 

necessary (29); "even hostages were expected to repay the 

host's hospitality with service in time of war" (34). 

Another writer on the period,Barbara C. Raw, in The Art and 

Background of Old English Poetry, commenting on Beowulf, 

says: 

Quite near the beginning . . . the poet comments, 
in connection with Beowulf the Dane, that a man 
should be generous in youth so that companions 
may stand by him in age. (34) 

Later, she adds that, ideally, courage and generosity should 

breed loyalty (96). The fragmentary poem The Fight at 

Finnsburg has a clear reference to the proper behavior of 

warriors in repaying formerly given mead: 

Ne gefraegn ic naifre wurjplicor aet wera hilde 
sixtig sigebeorna sel gebSran, 
ne nefre swanas hwltne medo sel forgyldan, 
cTonne Hnsefe guldan his haegstealdas. 

[I have never heard of worthier men at battle, 
of sixty warriors conducting themselves better, 
nor warriors repaying better the sweet mead than 
did his young ones repaying Hnaef.] (37-40) 

The whole of Beowulf emphasizes loyalty in response to 

the generosity of a king, but several references are 

specific. Beowulf speaks of his service to Hygelac, noting 

that he has repaid with his bright sword the treasures given 

him (2490-93). He goes on to say that his service kept his 

king from having to buy mercenaries: 
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[1]he me lond forgeat, 
eard ed&lwyn. Nass him aenig joearf, 
£>aet hS to GifSUm oS&e t5 Gar-Denum 
ofrcTe in Swlorxce secean jpurfe 
wyrsan wlgfrecan, weorffe gecypan; 
symle ic him on fedten beforan wolde, 
ana on orde[1] 

["He gave me land, an estate with home joys. 
There was no need for him to go to the Gifthas, 
nor to the Spear-Danes, nor into Sweden to seek 
worse warriors to have to buy; I would always go 
before him with the troop, alone at the fore."] 
(2492-98) 

Sharing his lord's concept of loyalty, Wiglaf, Beowulf's 

man to the last, exhorts the other followers to remember 

their promises: 

Wiglaf ma<Telode, wordrihta fela 
sasgde geslcTum —him waes sefa geomor—: 
' Ic CTast m$l geman, p r we medu Jaegun, 
jponne we geheton ussum hlaforde 
in biorsele, 3e us £§s beagas geaf, 
jpaet we him dra guCTgetSwa gyldan woldon, 
gif him Jpyslicu >̂earf gelumpe, 
helmas ond heard sweord.['] 

[Wiglaf spoke, said to the retainers many right 
words—his spirit was sad: "I remember the time 
when we received mead, when we promised to our 
lord, in the beer-hall, to him who gave us 
rings, that we would repay him for the war-gear, 
helmets and hard swords, if such need came to 
him."] (2631-38) 

A'number of historians and literary scholars of the 

period discuss the fact that for the Anglo-Saxons loyalty 

was to a person, not to some abstract and often vague idea 

of a nation. The warriors knew their leaders personally; 

they lived together, eating, drinking, fighting, and often 

dying together. In The World of Bede, Peter Hunter Blair 

says: 
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The strength of the personal bond between a man 
and his lord, whose meaning was often as much 
human as material, the value attached to personal 
allegiance, and the resultant attitudes towards 
the virtue of loyalty and the infamy of treachery 
are recurrent themes of Anglo-Saxon history and 
literature. (33) 

In "Anglo-Saxon Heroic Attitudes," G. N. Garmonsway mentions 

a historical occasion which demonstrates this high degree 

of personal loyalty, ndting that the entire retinue of 

Earl Aelfgar (one of the Anglo-Saxons who fought at Maldon) 

follows him into exile (141). In Beowulf and the Seventh 

Century, Ritchie Girvan says that, when a king died, his 

retainers did not automatically shift their allegiance to 

the new king, a fact implying the need for personal loyalty 

and the new king's ability to inspire fealty (45). In 

another important work, An Introduction to Anglo-Saxon 

England, Blair comments that it was the personality of the 

king, not his office, which elicited courage and loyalty 

(211). Responding to the inspiring personality of his own 

king, Beowulf is the prime example of the loyal follower; 

speaking of him, in The Structure of Beowulf, Kenneth Sisam 

says: "From his first appearance we are never allowed to 

forget that Beowulf is Hygelac1s man" (14). In "Hygelac: 

A Centripetal Force in Beowulf," Lawrence E. Fast makes 

several comments about Beowulf's personal loyalty to his 

king. He says that Beowulf and Hygelac share a mutual trust 

(95) and affection, noting especially Beowulf's lifelong 

love for Hygelac: "Fifty years or more have neither dimmed 
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nor dampened the affection for his former lord" (96) . Fast 

also points out that king and follower benefited in reputa-

tion from each other's proper behavior; Hygelac is shown 

"as a noble king and valiant warrior . . . [and he] shines 

in the reflected glory of his best warrior and dearest 

kinsman" (94). The system worked both ways because while 

a thane's valor was imputed to his lord, the lord's reputa-

tion was lent to his thane; having the poet mention 

Hygelac's name with Beowulf's was complimentary to the 

younger man (94, 95). Beowulf, the ideal hero, demonstrates 

his loyalty to Hygelac even beyond the death of the older 

man; as Gwyn Jones says in Kings, Beasts, and Heroes, he 

is also faithful to Hygelac's son, serving him as he had 

his father (44). Following the death of Hygelac, Beowulf 

says: 

fcSBr him Hygd gebead hord ond rice, 
bSagas ond bregostol; bearne ne truwode, 
Jpaet hS wiS" aelfylcum ejpelstolas 
healdan cuffe, 2TS wass Hygelac dead. 
No cry air feasceafte findan meahton 
aet cTSm aectelinge aenige Ctinga, 
3?aet he Heardrede hlaford weere, 
oSfie £>one cynedom ciosan wolde; 
hwasChre he hine on folce frSondlarum heold, 
estum mid are, od: 3cet he yldra wearfl", 
Weder-Geatum weold. 

[There Hygd proffered him riches and the kingdom, 
rings and the throne; she did not believe that 
her son knew how to hold the ancestral thrones 
against foreign peoples now that Hygelac was 
dead. Yet in no way could the destitute ones 
(the Geats) find in the aetheling anything 
(hinting) that he would be lord to Heardred or 
that he would choose the kingdom; yet he held 
him in friendly council with the people, with 
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good will and with honor until he became older, 
and ruled the Weder-Geats.] (2369-79) 

In his work on Beowulf, Girvan says that the bond 

between thane and lord should be stronger than all other 

bonds (45) . In The Beginnings of English Society, Whitelock, 

perhaps the most noted scholar in the field, has several 

things to say about the preeminence of the oath of a man 

to his lord. With the Christianization of England, the 

church added its blessing to the oath of loyalty taken by 

Anglo-Saxon followers. Morever, the church regarded the 

commission of homicide at the lord's command as not very 

important, about the same as killing at war. Society 

"considered the lord's command a greater extenuation of 

homicide than the desire to avenge even a close kinsman" 

(37). Whitelock continues: 

Moreover, when the claims of the lord clashed 
with those of the kindred, the idea becomes 
established during the centuries after the 
conversion that the duty to the lord should 
come first. . . . This [idea] was expressly 
stated by the followers of King Cynewulf . . . 
for they declared unequivocally that "no 
kinsman was dearer to them than their lord" 
and were willing to run the risk of kindred 
murder in order to avenge the king's death. 
(37-38) 

She suggests that in reality conflicts in loyalty caused men 

to defend kinsmen against their lord, but notes: 

The laws of King Alfred allow a man to fight, 
without becoming liable to a vendetta, in defense 
of a wrongfully attacked kinsman, but not if this 
involves fighting against his lord: "that we do 
not permit." (38) 
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In "The Ethic of War in Old English," J. E. Cross points out 

that (besides the acceptance of homicide at the lord's 

command) even in an unjust war it is acceptable for a warrior 

to obey his lord, citing as his example Beowulf's support of 

Hygelac in his unjust war against the Frisians (278-79) . 

In "Beowulf and Hygelac: Problems for Fiction in 

History," John McNamara mentions in passing another impor-

tant behavior of a follower properly loyal to his lord: that 

of giving gifts to the lord, especially out of treasures 

given to him (the follower) by others (56). The complicated 

Anglo-Saxon attitude toward treasure and gift-exchange is 

discussed in detail in Chapter II, above, but here is the 

appropriate place to give examples from the poetry of those 

followers who gave to their lords. Widsith, the poet/ 

narrator of the poem by that name, tells not only of a 

spectacular gift made to him, but of his giving it to his 

lord: 

Ond ic waes mid Eormanrice ealle |?rage, 
jpaer me Gotena cyning gode dohte; 
se me beag forgeaf, burgwarena fruma, 
on }?am siex hund wees smaetes goldes, 
gescyred sceatta scillingrime; 
Jpone ic Eadgilse on aeht sealde, 
minum hleodryhtne, ]?a ic to ham bicwom. 

[And I was with Eormanric all the times, where 
the king of the Goths gave good things to me; he, 
the chief of the citizens, gave me a collar in 
which was pure gold to the count of six hundred 
shilling pieces; I gave possession of that ring 
to Eadgils, my lord, when I arrived home.] 
(88-94) 
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As men have done in honor of their human lords, followers 

of Christ have given to God the gold and gems adorning the 

cross in The Dream of the Rood: 

Geseah ic wuldres treow 
weedum geweorStode wynnum sclnan, 
gegyred mid golde; gimmas hasfdon 
bewrigene weorctllce Wealdendes treow. 

[I saw a tree of glory, honored with clothes, 
shining with glory, adorned with gold; gems 
had covered gloriously the Ruler's tree.] 

(14-17) 

Beowulf demonstrates in several places the custom of 

giving gifts to the lord. After Wealhtheow has given a 

wonderful collar to Beowulf, he in turn gives it to Hygelac, 

who is wearing it when he dies in Friesland (1202-09). 

When Beowulf kills Grendel's dam, he uses an ancient sword 

found in the cave; the blade dissolves in the gore, but the 

hilt survives. This he brings back with him to give to 

King Hrothgar (1677-79). And later, when Beowulf leaves 

the Danes and returns home, he cheerfully gives Hygelac 

the treasures which Hrothgar had given to him (2146-49). 

Following Beowulf's list of treasures and war-gear which 

he presents to Hygelac is a description of the horses that 

he has brought (2163-65) . Beowulf does not neglect Hygd, 

the queen, in his gift-giving, giving her a beautiful 

collar and three horses with their trappings (2172-76). 

In a battle between the Swedes and the Geats, when Ongentheow 

is killed, his slayer takes the war-gear as treasure to 

Hygelac: 
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3?enden reafode rinc ofiterne, 
nam on Ongenftlo Irenbyrnan, 
heard swyrd hilted, ond his helm somod; 
hares hyrste Higelace baer. 

[Meanwhile one man plundered the other, took 
from Ongentheow the iron byrnie, the hard-
hilted sword, together with his helmet; the 
ornaments of the old one he bore to Hygelac.] 
(2985-88) 

Perhaps the most poignant example of a hero's desire to 

award gifts to the king occurs when Beowulf is preparing to 

follow Grendel's dam to the mere; he asks that Hrothgar 

protect his men and that the king should send his treasure 

back to Hygelac if he should be killed in the struggle. 

Beowulf says to Hrothgar: 

[']Wes jou mundbora mlnum magojpegnum, 
hondgesellum, gif mec hild nime; 
swylce £>u Sa. madmas, j?e ]?u me sealdest, 
Hroffgar leofa, Higelace onsend.f] 

[ "Be you the protector of my men, my hand-warriors, 
if the battle should take me; likewise send to 
Hygelac the treasures which you gave me, dear 
Hrothgar."] (1480-83) 

Closely allied to the desire of heroes to give treasures 

to their lords is the custom, widely practiced, of protecting 

the war-gear, heriot, and returning it to the lord at the 

death of the follower. Either it was the original equipment 

given by the lord to the thane, or it represented that 

original gift, and was usually returned as war-gear rather 

than gold. Whitelock explains the heriot; 

The lord's gift of armour and horses to the man 
who entered his service developed into the legal 
due called "heriot", which means literally "war-
gear" , and which was paid to the lord on the 
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death of his man, representing originally the 
return on the follower's death of the lord's 
gift. This payment was remitted when the man 
fell "before his lord" on a campaign. To the 
end of the period it tended to be paid in kind, 
a fact which suggests that it was felt to have 
symbolic significance. (Beginnings 35) 

The reputations of the warrior and of his weapons enhanced 

each other. Wiglaf, the young warrior who supports Beowulf 

in the final battle, is relatively unknown, but the nar-

rator's account of the provenance of his weapons helps to 

establish his worth: 

Wiglaf waes haten, Weoxstanes sunu, 
leofllc lindwiga, leod Scylfinga, 
malg ffilfheres; geseah his mondryhten 
under heregrxman hat |?rowian. 

ne mihte <3"a forhabban, hond rond gefeng, 
geolwe linde, gomel_swyrd geteah; 
paat waes mid eldum Eanmundes laf 

[He was called Wiglaf, Weoxtan's son, an admired 
shield-warrior, a man of the Scylfings, a kins-
man of Aelfhere; he saw his liege lord under 
the war-mask suffering the heat. . . . Then he 
could not forbear, but seized in his hand the 
boss of his shield, the yellow linden, drew 
the ancient sword which was among men the 
heirloom of Eanmund.] (2620-05, 2609-11) 

And certainly the loss of such personal equipment was 

regarded as shameful. Toward the end of his life, one of 

Beowulf's most important boasts is that, when Hygelac fell 

in battle, his slayer was not able to take away his armor. 

Continuing his account of having fought at the fore with 

Hygelac, Beowulf goes on: 

[']ond swa to aldre sceall 
saecce fremman, jpenden £>is sweord jpolaS1, 
jpast mec Sr ond slCT oft gelSste, 
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sycKtan ic for dugedTum Dasghrefne wearcf 
to handbonan, Huga cempan;— 
nalles he <3a frastwe Frescyning[e], 
breostweorffunge bringan m5ste[']] 

["And thus always shall I take to the fighting, 
while this sword endures which has early and 
late served me, just as I for the old retainers 
became the slayer of Daeghrefne (who had killed 
Hygelac), the champion of Huga. He was not able 
to take any treasure at all, any breast-ornament, 
to the king of the Frisians."] (2498-2504) 

In The Beginnings of English Society, Whitelock says that 

"the heriot might represent in concrete form a man's sense 

of obligation to his lord" (36). N. P. Brooks also dis-

cusses the heriot and the importance of the exchange of arms 

themselves in "Arms, Status and Warfare in Late-Saxon 

England," noting that money was frequently accepted as the 

heriot in the Danelaw, but the return of weapons was usual 

in Wessex (81). Later, he says that gifts of weapons were 

exchanged (91), and he points out that the Bayeux Tapestry 

shows Harold the Saxon receiving arms when he swore 

allegiance to William of Normandy (93) . Even though 

Harold's oath was sworn under duress and with deceit (the 

chest of relics hidden by a cover), his own people would 

have recognized as perfidy the repayment of war-gear with 

warfare against the lord to whom loyalty had been sworn. 

The two most important elements of the loyalty expected 

of followers to their lords were included in their service 

at war: the duty of revenge if the lord were slain or of 

dying with him if they could not exact vengeance. In "The 
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Ideal of Kingship in Beowulf," Levin L. Schiicking says that 

"the duty of revenge . . . [was] equal to loyalty of the 

vassal and heroic death" (37). Whitelock points out that 

The relationship of lord and follower involved 
the duty of vengeance by the survivor if either 
were slain—or, at the very least, the exaction 
of a compensation high enough to do honor to the 
slain man. (Beginnings 31) 

In his article on Hygelac, Fast says that Beowulf avenges 

Hygelac's death by killing the slayer of the king and by 

preventing the capture of the king's armor. He then escapes 

with thirty suits of enemy armor (97) and by so doing 

exacts a high honor-price. In a sense, Wiglaf also exacts 

a high price for Beowulf's death. Together the young and 

old warriors kill the dragon, and in taking all the hoard 

Wiglaf finds more than honorable compensation for the death 

of his lord. Beowulf and The Battle of Maldon, the two 

most fully heroic poems from the period, both speak of the 

virtue of vengeance. When Hrothgar mourns the death of his 

closest friend, Aeschere, at the hand of Grendel's dam, 

Beowulf advises revenge: 

B£owulf majpelode, bearn Ecgjpeowes: 
'Ne sorga, snotor guma! Selre bia* ̂ghwaim, 
jpaet he his freond wrece, £>onne he fela murne.['] 

[Beowulf spoke, the son of Ecgtheow: "Do not 
sorrow, wise manI It is better for everyone to 
avenge his friend than to mourn greatly."] 
(1383-85) 

In The Battle of Maldon, just before Byrhtnoth is killed, 

proper revenge is taken for a death: 
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Forlet pa drenga sum darod" of handa 
fleogan of folman êet se t5 ford* gewat 
ipurh (Tone aejpelan JE^elredes Jpegen. 
Him be healfe stod hyse unweaxen, 
cniht on gecampe, se full caflice 
brasd of J?am beorne blodigne gar, 
Wulfstanes beam, Wulfmser se geonga, 
forlet forheardne faran eft ongean; 
ord in gewSd jpaet s§ on eorjpan laeg 
£>e his jpSoden SEr £>earle geraihte. 

[A certain one of the warriors released a spear 
from his hand so that it went through the noble 
thane of Aethelred. With him by his side at 
the battle stood a young man; he very boldly 
pulled out of the man the bloody spear; the son 
of Wulfstan, the young Wulfmaer, let go again 
against the warrior a very hard spear; the 
point penetrated so that he lay on the earth, 
he who had earlier excessively reached his 
(Wulfmaer1s) prince.] (149-58) 

Very closely related to the facet of loyalty which 

demanded that a follower (or lord) avenge the death of the 

other party to the oath of service is the idea that, if a 

retainer cannot prevent the death of the lord or avenge it 

if he falls in battle, it is necessary to die with him. In 

Chapter I, above (pages 6-7), appears in detail the account 

of the proper behavior of Lilla, counselor to King Edwin 

of Northumbria, in interposing his own body between that 

of his king and an assassin's knife (Bede 116). Of that 

incident Sawyer says that Edwin was saved from death 

by the self-sacrificing loyalty of one of his 
companions, and when the king recovered from 
his wound he took revenge on those responsible, 
a good example of what overlordship could mean. 
(27) 

In "Anglo-Saxon Poetry and the Historian," Whitelock notes 

that the churchman Aldhelm writing to Bishop Wilfrid 
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indicates that the church held the same ideal of loyalty 

as did secular society (89). Another historical example, 

also mentioned in Chapter I, above, is that recorded in 

the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle for the year 755 (modern editorial 

dating). When Cynewulf and a small band of followers were 

treacherously set upon and killed, the main body of his 

troop attacked and killed the slayers, thus avenging the 

death of their lord. The text is confusing, but it is 

clear that the men on both sides of the quarrel were true 

to their own leaders, refusing to abandon them when offered 

treasure and land. The editors, Frederic Cassidy and 

Richard Ringler, say this about the entry: 

[Anglo-Saxon readers] would have known that a 
man's loyalty to his lord is everything; that 
he must sacrifice his life for him if need be, 
and avenge his death at any cost-—even at the 
cost of the other cardinal loyalty of the 
Germanic world, loyalty to one's kin. The two 
protagonists of this story are related by blood; 
so are many of their supporters. (138) 

Concerning this fierce loyalty, Garmonsway says: "The 

Beowulf poet, more than any other Anglo-Saxon, keeps us in 

mind of the universal acceptance of such standards" (141). 

For a warrior to die for his lord, or a lord to die for 

his people, is the kind of loyalty most highly praised in 

the poem. In his old age, Beowulf has the service of one 

young retainer who lives up to his own standard—Wiglaf, 

who, as Kenneth Sisam says in The Structure of Beowulf, 

would rather die than "leave his lord to die alone, and his 
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desperate courage turns the scale" (15) in their battle 

against the dragon. In Kings, Beasts, and Heroes, Jones 

puts it just a little differently when she says that Wiglaf 

would rather die than live without having supported his 

lord (44-45). Speaking to his fellow warriors who have 

withdrawn from the fray, Wiglaf says: 

t']Nu is se daeg cumen, 
jpast ure mandryhten maagenes behSfad", 
godra gudtinca; wutun gongan t(5, 
helpan hildfruman, £enden hyt sy, 
gledegesa grim! God wat on mec, 
£>cet me is micle leofre, |?aet mlnne lxchaman 
mid mlnne goldgyfan gled fae3ftii§. [1 ] 

[ "Now the day has come that our lord has need of 
men, of better warriors; let us go forward to 
help the war-chief while the fire-terror yet 
lasts. God knows this of me: that it is much 
dearer that my body would embrace the fire with 
my gold-giver."] (2646-52) 

Although no one can deny the power and beauty of 

Beowulf, many critics agree that the best expression of the 

premier ideal of the comitatus, loyalty even to death, occurs 

in The Battle of Maldon. In contrasting it with The Battle 

of Brunanburh, Blair says that Maldon, 

though concerned with an event which seems not 
to have been of any major importance in itself, 
describes a battle in which the contestants 
displayed the ideals of the ancient Germanic 
heroic code. It is a stirring poem which wit-
nesses the enduring strength of the older poetic 
form and also of the qualities for which Tacitus 
praised the Germani nearly nine centuries 
earlier. (Anglo-Saxon England 349) 

In "Oswald and Byrhtnoth," J. E. Cross praises Maldon, 

saying that it "has uttered the spirit and essence of the 
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Northern heroic literature in its reserved and simple story 

and its invincible profession of 'heroic faith'" (109). 

According to Warren Samouce:," [sociologists have noted 

that Maidon contains 'perhaps the most concrete poetic 

expression of comitatus loyalty'" (129). The noted scholar 

J. R. R. Tolkien says: "Their [the followers'] duty was 

unimpaired by the error of their master, . . . It is the 

heroism of obedience and love not of pride or wilfulness 

that is the most heroic and most moving" (16). Maldon 

tells of many warriors who behaved well, Eadric being the 

first one praised: 

Eac him wolde Eadric his ealdre gelsestan, 
frean to gefeohte; ongan £>a forberan 
gar to gu£>e. He hasfde god gejpanc 

hwlle £>e he mid handum healdan mihte 
bord and brad swurd; beot he gelieste, 
}?a he aetforan his fr§an feohtan sceolde. 

[Also Eadric wished to obey him, his prince, his 
lord in battle; he began then to carry forth the 
spear to battle. He had a good thought while 
he held with his hands the shield and broad 
sword; he carried out his boast when he had to 
fight before his lord.] (11-16) 

Three warriors hold the causeway as long as they can: 

Pier stodon mid Wulfstane wigan unforhte, 
JElfere and Maccus, modige twegen 
]?a noldon aet jpam forda fleam gewyrcan, 
ac hi fcestlice wi<3r 3"a fynd weredon 
j?a hwile fc>e hi waspna wealdan m5ston. 

[There stood with Wulfstan men unafraid, Aelfhere 
and Maccus, the brave two who would not take 
flight at the ford, but they steadfastly defended 
against the enemy while they might wield their 
weapons.] (79-83) 
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When Wulfmaer dies, Byrhtnoth is quick to try to avenge his 

follower, but he, too, is killed: 

$1 Byrhtnod" br^d bill of scecTe 
brad and bruneccg and on £>a byrnan sloh. 
To râ >e hine gelette lidmanna sum 
}?a he jpass eorles earm amyrde; 
feoll £>a to foldan fealohilte swurd, 
ne mihte he gehealdan heardne mece, 
wlepnes wealdan. 

[Then Byrthnoth pulled the sword from its sheath, 
broad and bright-edged, and smote (the attacker) 
on his byrnie. Too quickly one of the sailors 
hindered him when he wounded the arm of the earl; 
then the yellow-hilted sword fell to the ground; 
he could not hold the hard sword, wield a weapon.] 
(162-68) 

Byrhtnoth makes a speech before he dies, exhorting his men 

to keep up the struggle and asking God to guard his soul 

on its passage to heaven (168-80). Beside him, two of his 

warriors act as they should: 

•Da hine heowon hsa<3"ene scealcas, 
and begen £>a beornas £>e him big stSdon, 
iElfnofif and Wulmaer begen lagon, 
SI onemn hyra frSan feorh gesealdon. 

[Then the heathen warriors hewed him, and both 
the men who stood beside him. Aelfnoth and 
Wulmaer both died, then gave up their lives 
close by their lord.] (181-84) 

Although traitors abandon the battle, many of Byrhtnoth's 

men stay: 

i>a wearCT afeallen jpaes folces ealdor, 
/E£>elredes eorl, Ealle gesawon 
heorcFgeneatas Jpaet hyra heorra laeg. 
i>a 3ar wendon f orl wlance |>egenas, 
unearge men efston georne: 
hi woldon ]?a ealle 5<3"er twega, 
llf forleetan o89e leofne gewrecan. 
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[Then was fallen the leader of the people, 
Aethelred's earl. All the retainers saw that 
their lord lay dead. Then the proud thanes 
went forth; the brave men hurried eagerly: they 
all then wanted one of two things, to leave life 
or to avenge the loved one.] (202-08) 

Several of the earls speak out, urging revenge or death, 

and then go out to the battle and die; the first of them 

is Aelfwine: 

'Gemunafcj £>ara masla J?e we oft ast meodo sprScon 
]?onne we on bence beot 5h5fon, 
haelea" on healle ymbe heard gewinn; 
nu maeg cunnian hwa cene sy.['] 

["Remember the times when we often spoke at the 
mead, when we raised up the boast on the bench, 
heroes in the hall concerning hard hostility; 
now he who may be brave may try it."] (212-15) 

After Aelfwine's next attack on the enemy, another thane, 

Offa, speaks in agreement: 

' Hwset £nl iElfwine, hafast ealle gemanode 
|>egenas to £>earfe; nu ure Jpeoden lid" 
eorl on eorJan, us is eallum £earf 
|>aet ure aighwylc Sterne bylde 
wigan to wlge j?a hwlle j?e he wipen maege 
habban and healdan, heardne mece, 
gar and god swurd.[1] 

["Lo, Aelfwine, you have admonished all the 
thanes at need; now our prince lies dead our 
leader on the earth it is necessary that each of 
us encourage the warrior to battle while he may 
have and hold a weapon, hard sword, spear, and 
good sword."] (231-37) 

Leofsun speaks next, before rejoining the battle, demon-

strating that these men perform their boasts: 

'Ic jpast gehate, jpset ic heonan nelle 
fleon fotes trym, ac wille furffor gan, 
wrecan on gewinne mlnne winedryhten. 
Ne £>urfon me embe Sturmere stedefasste haslaetf 
wordum aetwitan, nu min wine gecranc, 
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|?aet ic hlafordleas ham sidie, 
wende fram wlge, ac me sceal wiepen niman, 
ord and Iren.' He ful yrre wod, 
feaht fsestltce, fleam he forhogode. 

["This I promise, that I will not hence flee for 
the space of a foot, but will go further, avenge 
in battle my wine-friend. The stalwart heroes 
around Sturmere shall have no cause to reproach 
me with words, now that my lord has fallen, that 
I, lordless, should journey home, turn away from 
the battle, but sharp weapons shall take me, 
point and iron." He moved very angrily, fought 
steadfastly; he despised flight.] (246-54) 

Others, too, speak their resolution and act accordingly. 

Tolkien says of the most famous speech: 

The words of Beorhtwold have been held to be the 
finest expression of the northern heroic spirit, 
Norse or English[,] the clearest statement of the 
doctrine of uttermost endurance in the service 
of indomitable will. (13) 

That speech is surely the most succinct and moving utterance 

of the Anglo-Saxon ideal of loyalty to one's lord: 

Byrhtwold ma£>elode, bord hafenode 
(se waes eald genSat) , aesc acwehte, 
he ful baldllce beornas lalrde: 
'Hige sceal £e heardra, heorte ]?e cenre, 
m5d sceal £>e mare, j?e ure maegen lytlad. 
Her llfr ure ealdor eall forheawen, 
g5d on greote; a maeg gnornian 
se ffe nu fram J?is wlgplegan wendan fcjencear. 
Ic eom frod feores; fram ic ne wille, 
ac ic me be healfe mlnum hlaforde, 
be swa leofan men licgan ^ence.' 

[Byrhtwold spoke, raised up his shield (he was an 
old retainer), brandished his spear, and he very 
boldly informed the thanes: "The mind shall be 
harder, the heart keener, the courage shall be 
the greater, as our strength dwindles. Here lies 
our leader all slaughtered, the good one in the 
dust; he who from this war-play thinks to depart 
would always have to mourn. I am old in life; I 
will not leave, but I myself intend to be beside 
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my lord, to lie beside the dearly loved 
man."] (309-19) 

These men uphold the high standard of conduct which their 

society respected. Their loyalty must be admired now as it 

was then. 
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CHAPTER V 

PERVERSIONS AND FAILURES 

By providing superhuman foes to fight and conquer, the 

monsters in Beowulf play a significant role, but perhaps an 

even more important function is to illustrate perversions 

of heroic behavior. Different as they are from each other, 

the monsters share an evil habit: they attack, not as war-

riors would, but at night, covertly. They also are solitary, 

unlike their human foes. Grendel could never have a place 

within society; he is a descendent of Cain, the brother-

murderer, exiled by God. The poet puts it thus, telling of 

horror come to Heorot: 

Swa 2ta drihtguman dreamum lifdon, 
eadigllce, o<3 (last an ongan 
fyrene fre(m}man feond on helle; 
waes se grimma gSlst Grendel haten, 
msere mearcstapa, se £>e moras heold, 
fen ond faasten; flfelcynnes eard 
wonsaill wer weardode hwlle, 
sijpfiten him Scyppend forscrifen hasfde 
in CSines cynne-- fcione cwealm gewraec 
ece Drihten, jpses |>e he Abel slog; 
ne gefeah he £>Sre fShffe, ac he hine feor forwrasc, 
Metod for J)y mane mancynne fram. 

[Thus the retainers lived happily in joy, until a 
certain one, a fierce fiend from hell, began a 
wicked deed to do; he was the grim spirit called 
Grendel, the notorious marsh stalker, he who held 
the moors, the fen and fastness; the unhappy 
creature inhabited for a while the dwelling place 
of monsters because the Creator had proscribed 
the race of Cain; for that death the eternal Lord 
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punished him because he slew Abel; he did not 
rejoice in that hostile act, but God banished 
him far away from mankind because of the crime.] 
(99-110) 

The monster hears the sounds of revelry in Heorot, the 

proper sounds of heroes rejoicing with their lord, and comes, 

wanting to see what the humans are doing: 

Gewat {13 nSosian, syjoffan niht becom, 
he"hn huses, hu hit Hring-Dene 
aefter b§or}?ege gebGn hasfdon. 

[He went then seeking, when it became night, the 
high house, (to see) how the Ring-Danes had 
settled in after beer-drinking.] (115-17) 

He does not rejoice at the right of the hall-joys; he 

reacts savagely: 

Wiht unhaelo, 
grim ond grsedig, gearo sona waes, 
reoc ond re£e, ond on raeste genam 
jprltig jpegna; jpanon eft gewat 
huflfe hremig to ham faran, 
mid )paere waelfylle wica neosan. 

[The evil creature, grim and greedy, was im-
mediately ready, savage and fierce, and seized 
from their rest thirty thanes; thence he took 
himself back, exultant in the spoil going home, 
with an abundance of slaughter, seeking his 
dwelling.] (120-25) 

Grendel not only lives in isolation and attacks under-

handedly at night without warning; he is also isolated 

from the tradition of gift-giving. The narrator says: 

Swa fela fyrena feond mancynnes, 
atol angengea oft gefremede, 
heardra hynSTa; Heorot eardode, 
sincfage sel sweartum nihtum;— 
no he }?one gifst51 gretan moste, 
majpfrum for Metode. 
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[So many crimes the enemy of mankind, the horrible 
solitary one often did, many dire injuries; he 
inhabited Heorot, the richly-decorated hall, in 
the dark nights; he could not approach the throne 
or the treasures because of God.] (164-69) 

Stanley Greenfield, in "Gifstol and Goldhoard in Beowulf," 

notes that all the monsters disrupt Hrothgar's and Beowulf's 

abilities to dispense gifts (110) . 

Although Grendel is evil and disruptive, he is less 

fearsome than his mother. Helen Damico, whose work on 

Wealhtheow is discussed above in Chapter III, says this of 

the troll-wife: 

the sea-wife, an exemplar of savage, corrupt 
womanhood (as evidenced by her half-bestial, 
half-human physical form), inhabits a dank, 
forbidding underwater cave. (9) 

Contrasting the monster woman and Queen Wealhtheow, Damico 

speaks of 

the sweeping intrusion into the hall by Grendel1s 
mother and the measured stately progress of 
Wealhtheow. Whereas one woman attacks, the 
other welcomes; one kills a chosen champion, 
and the other bestows honor on another. (9) 

Richard Schrader, in God's Handiwork, says of the behavior 

of Grendel's dam: 

It is the ideal world turned upside down, for 
she embodies the distortions and inconsistencies 
that can result from an unswerving pursuit of 
revenge. She forsakes the natural role of woman 
as peace-weaver and sacrifices all other human 
traits to prey like a monster in the deep. 
(41-42) 

The critics who comment on the troll-wife's horrific behavior 

do not discuss the fact that she is, in fact, behaving 
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exactly as the dictates of Anglo-Saxon culture demand? she 

is avenging the death of her son. The narrator, horrified 

as he is, uses some of the traditional, honorific terms to 

describe her behavior, yet her monstrousness overwhelms any 

positive view of her actions: 

I'aet gesyne wearjp, 
wldcufc) werum, £>aette wrecend £a gyt 
lifde aefter lafcmm, lange £rage, 
asfter gSffceare; Grendles modor, 
ides aglsecwtf yrm£>e gemunde, 
se £e waeteregesan wunian scolde, 
cealde streamas, sijodTan CSin wearff 
to ecgbanan angan brewer, 
faederenmaige; 

Ond his modor ]?a gyt 
glfre ond galgmSd gegan wolde 
sorhfulne sI3, sunu deod wrecan. 

[It became evident, widely known to men, that an 
avenger lived after the loathed one, a long time 
after war-care; Grendel's mother, the monster-
woman, thought of (her) misery, she who had to 
inhabit the water-terror, the cold streams, 
since Cain turned into the slayer with the 
sword of his only brother, his kinsman; . . . 
And his (Grendel's) mother then yet ravenous and 
gloomy wished to go the sorrowful journey to 
avenge the death of her son.] (Beowulf 1255-63, 
1276-78) 

The real perversion is that she is so monstrous a creature 

that her human antagonists cannot recognize in her any of 

their own values. Schrader makes a perceptive comment; he 

says that she is "not an external agent of evil but the 

inner corruption that impels much of the poem's action" (42) 

The third monster to play a part in the action of 

Beowulf is the dragon. Whereas Grendel and his mother, 

monstrous as they are, are descended from a human being, 
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the dragon is totally alien to the values of Anglo-Saxon 

society. It may be true in folklore that the common be-

havior of dragons is to find hoards of treasure and sit 

on them, but hoarding is harmful to society, and humans who 

commit such behavior are always regarded as evil. True 

to the custom of epic poetry, the dragon episode in Beowulf 

does not begin with the accumulation of the hoard; it begins 

with an account of the dragon's depredations. The entire 

episode, however, revolves around failures of the ideals 

of Anglo-Saxon society; the treasure is gathered by a 

dying tribe and guarded by a lone survivor whose lordless-

ness is just as sad as that of any other sort of exile; 

the dragon who takes over the hoard and guards it for three 

hundred years is greedy; although two brave men kill the 

dragon, the warriors who accompany them are cowardly, and 

the treasure is still not used to benefit society. The 

human failures will be discussed later, but a study of the 

dragon's behavior belongs with that of the other monsters 

in the poem. When the narrator tells of how the dragon 

began his vigil, he says: 

Hordwynne fond 
eald uhtsceaflci opene standan, 
se Cfe byrnende biorgas seceff, 
nacod nlCtdraca, nihtes fleogeCT 
fyre befangen; hyne foldbuend 
(swlCTe ondrie) da (3") . He gesecean sceall 
(ho)r (d on) hrusan, Joasr he hSESen gold_ 
warafl: wintrum fr5d; ne byhim wihte 3y sel. 

Swa se ffeodsceaaa frreo hund wintra 
heold on hrusan hordasrna sum 
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eacencraeftig, oct" tTaet hyne an abealch 
mon on mode. 

[The old night-marauder found the hoard-joy 
standing open, he who seeks barrows, the naked, 
malicious dragon, flies at night, encircled by 
fire; men very much fear him. He must seek a 
hoard in the earth, where he, old in years, 
guards the heathen gold; nor is there one whit 
(of good) to him by this. Thus for three hundred 
winters the people's foe held in the ground a 
huge treasure house until one man angered him in 
his mind.] (2270-81) 

In response to the theft of a single cup, the dragon behaves 

as did the other monsters; he raids at night. The narrator 

continues: 

hwas&re wZges gefeh, 
bea(du)[we] weorces; hwllum on beorh aethwearf, 
sincfset sohte; h§ jpaet sona onfand, 
ffaet haefde gumena sum go Ides gefandod, 
h§ahgestreona. Hordweard onbad 
earfoffLice, off flTaet 3§fen cwom; 
waes Cfa gebolgen beorges hyrde, 
wolde se laffa llge forgyldan 
drincfast dyre. 

• • • • • • * • * • • • • • • • • « • . • » 

•Ba se gaest ongan gledum spxwan, 
beorht hofu baernan,— _ brynelSoma st5d 
eldum on andan; n5 JTSr aht cwices 
laST lyftfloga ISfan wolde. 

[(H)owever (he) rejoiced in warfare, in fighting 
deeds; at times he went around the mound, sought 
the treasure; he soon found that some man had 
tampered with the gold, the splendid treasures. 
The hoard-guardian waited impatiently, until 
evening would come; the barrow-keeper was 
engorged with anger, the hateful one wanted to 
repay with fire the precious cup. . . . Then the 
(evil) spirit began to spew flames, to burn the 
splendid houses, the gleam of fire appeared to 
men in vexation; the loathsome air-flier did not 
wish to leave anything living.] (2298-2306, 
2312-15) 
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Harmful as are the despoilings of the monsters in 

Beowulf, more harmful still to the ideals of Anglo-Saxon 

society are the failures of the human beings whose deeds 

are recounted in the poetry. The entire poem Vainglory 

preaches against the evils of which men are capable: 

drunkenness, pride, deception, boasting, and treachery. 

One passage refers to most of these evils: 

Bid: jpeet aefjponca eal gefylled 
feondes fligepilum, facensearwum; 
breodad" he ond baslceS", bocS" his sylfes 
swijaor micle |?onne se sella mon, 
jpencect" £>ast his wise welhwam jpince 
eal unforcu£. 

[That one (the evil man) is entirely filled up 
by evil thoughts, with the enemy's arrows, with 
treacheries; he broods and vociferates, he boasts 
about himself much more than (does) a better man, 
he thinks that his behavior will seem entirely 
honorable to everyone else.] (26-31) 

The narrator goes on immediately to speak of deception: 

Bij? jpaes ojaer swice, 
jponne he j?ces facnes fintan sceawaftv 
Wrence£ he ond blence}?, worn ge£>ence£> 
hinderhoca, hygegar letetf, 
scurum sceote]?. 

[That is another deception, when he discovers 
the consequence of this wickedness. He twists and 
deceives, thinks much of ensnarements, sends 
mental arrows, shoots (them) in showers.] 

(31-35) 

Other poems, of course, speak as bitterly as does Vainglory 

of behavior that goes against the ideals of the culture. 

Although the Anglo-Saxons approved of the conviviality of 

the mead-hall, the narrator of Judith speaks harshly of the 

drunkenness of Holofernes and his men: 
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Hie da to Cfem symle sittan eodon, 
wlance to wingedrince, ealle his weagesifl&s, 
bealde byrnwiggende. 

Swa se inwidda ofer ealne dasg 
dryhtguman sine drencte mid wine, 
swicttnod sinces brytta, o£T]?aet hie on swiman lagon, 
oferdrencte his dugufre ealle, swylce hie waeron 

dead"e geslegene, [t/o] 
agotene goda gehwylces. 

[They then went to sit at the feast, all his 
companions in crime, high-spirited with wine-
drinking, the bold, mailed warriors. . . . Thus 
the malicious one (did) throughout the entire day, 
the lord, drunk with wine, the arrogant treasure-
dispenser, until he lay in a stupor, all his 
following (was) drenched, as though they were 
slain by death, drained of each good.] (15-17, 
28-32) 

The narrator further describes Holofernes as "nicte 

geblonden" [corrupted by evils] (34). The Beowulf poet 

also speaks against drunkenness; when Beowulf arrives at 

Heorot and boasts of his plans to cleanse the hall of the 

monster, Unferth taunts him, and Beowulf responds, at 

first with irony, in calling him good friend; then he 

speaks plainly, saying that the Dane, in addition to being 

a fratricide (587-89), has had too much to drink (530-

31). Near the end of the poem, the narrator praises Beowulf 

for several good qualities, among them that "nealles druncne 

sl5g / heorfrgeneatas;" [(He) never drunkenly slew his 

hearth-companions] (2179-80). 

As well as disliking drunkenness, the Anglo-Saxons 

distrusted excessive pride. Although they valued the 

proper self-respect of a warrior proud of his honor and 
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his deeds, they understood that an overbearing pride is 

evil and dangerous, and their poetry contains warnings 

against it. In the part of Beowulf known as Hrothgar's 

sermon, the old king twice warns the young hero against 

letting pride beguile him into thinking that he is in 

control of his life. Margaret Goldsmith, in The Mode and 

Meaning of Beowulf, speaks of pride as being the sin of 

Cain (118) and notes Beowulf's temptation to forget his 

dependence on God and to trust too much in his own strength 

(200). Furthermore, she says: 

The Dragon does not suffocate or devour [Beowulf], 
which would signify that he was swallowed into 
hell. Instead he suffers a wound in the neck— 
a part of the body often associated with pride— 
and from this the slow poison spreads through 
him. (238) 

J. R. R. Tolkien says simply that Byrhtnoth's "act of pride 

and misplaced chivalry proved fatal" (1). He also comments 

on the fault in character which destroys many brave men: 

[T]his element of pride, in the form of the 
desire for honour and glory, in life and after 
death, tends to grow, to become a chief motive, 
driving a man beyond the bleak heroic necessity 
to excess. (14) 

Besides drunkenness and pride, two other human failings 

of the Anglo-Saxons arose out of the excessive love of 

treasure: greed and theft. In "Gifstol and Goldhoard in 

Beowulf," Greenfield writes that the Beowulf poet "has 

vilified the hoarding of wealth: he has praised the practice 

of its antithesis" (113). He adds: "Hrothgar's sermon is 
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not directed against gold as such, only against an unremit-

ting accumulation of it" (113). Toward the end of the 

sermon, Hrothgar says of the evil-minded man: 

[1 ] j?ince<3"him t5 lytel, Jpast he lange heold, 
gytsact gromhydig, nallas on gylp seleCT 
faette beagas, ond he £>a forffgesceaft 
forgyteCt ond forgymed", jpaes j?e_him $r God sealde, 
wuldres Waldend, weorffinynda dasl.f] 

["It seems to him too little, that which he has 
held a long time; angry-minded, he covets, not 
at all honorably gives up ornamented rings, and 
he then forgets the after-life and is unmindful 
of that which the God of glory gave to him 
earlier, a portion of honors."] (1748-52) 

In addition to his other sins, Heremod does not perform his 

duty to be generous. Hrothgar says of him: "[1]nallas beagas 

geaf / Denum aefter dome;!1]" ["he gave no rings to the Danes 

for glory "] ; (17.17-20),. In addition to the warnings against 

greed in Hrothgar's sermon and the frequent passages prais-

ing generosity throughout the poem, the entire dragon 

episode (described by Barbara Raw as depicting the sin of 

avarice [34]) concerns the cruel consequences of hoarding 

treasure rather than using it. Goldsmith says of the dragon 

himself that "the great adversary is compounded of cupidity 

and malice" (141). 

The evil twin to greed is theft. Dorothy Whitelock 

discusses the early English attitude toward theft in 

several places in The Beginnings of English Society. Theft 

is the act most often discussed in the law codes (146). It 

was illegal to defend a thief (82), and there was no 
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recompense for open theft (143). "A thief caught in the 

act" was executed 4'usually by hanging [144] ) , but, if 

convicted by ordeal, he was executed only if he had been 

frequently accused (143). The reader does not know whether 

the thief in Beowulf is ultimately executed, but clearly his 

deed injures many people and brings little good to himself. 

As usual, the narrator tells the story in a roundabout 

fashion, but he begins about the thief by saying: 

ISr on innan glong 
ni3"[a*]a nathwylc, (se £>e ne)h gefe(al)g 
hieflhum horde, hond (wiege nam) , 
(sld,) since fah; ne he £>aet sySftcin (bemaCf) , 
£>(eah) 8"(e he) slalpende besyre (d wur) de 
Jpeofes crasfte. 

[There a certain one of men went in, one who 
merely chanced upon the heathen hoard, he took a 
flagon in his hand, large, treasure-adorned; he 
did not conceal the thing, because he (the dragon) 
(was) sleeping (and was) tricked by the craft of 
the thief.] (2214-19) 

Michael Cherniss speaks of the seriousness of stealing from 

the dragon: 

The robbery by stealth is an offence against the 
honor of the dragon . . . [he] is therefore 
justified in seeking to humiliate those people 
whom he believes to be responsible for dishonoring 
him. (88) 

Quickly, the neighboring people begin to suffer the wrath 

of the dragon. The narrator makes some excuses for the 

thief's behavior, but still describes him in very negative 

terms: 

Nealles mid gewealdum wyrmhord a&rasc, 
sylfes willum, se ile him sare gesceSd, 
ac for £>reanedlan £>(eow) nathwylces 
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haeleCte bearna heteswengeas fleah, 
(aernes) ]?earfa, ond Seer inne fealh, 
secg synbysig. 

[Not at all out of his own accord did he break 
into the worm-hoard, not of his own will, he 
who grievously injured him (the dragon), but 
for sore distress a certain servant of the sons 
of warriors fled hostile blows, bereft of a 
house, and entered therein, the sin-busy man.] 
(2221-26) 

Whatever theft may earn a man in Anglo-Saxon society, it 

brings him no joy. 

Another failure, particular to kings and other leaders, 

is the failure to protect their people. In An Introduction 

to Anglo-Saxon England, Peter Hunter Blair contrasts the 

behavior of a protective king with one who is not: 

Superficially the most striking contrast is that 
between the prompt resolution with which Alfred 
and his successors met and overcame the earlier 
attacks and the feeble hesitancy and treachery 
which seemed to contemporaries to characterize 
the handling of military affairs by Aethelred 
and his counselors, a contrast epitomized in the 
nickname by which Aethelred came to be known. 

(91) 

Eormanric, a historic king of the Goths who is praised by 

Widsith for being generous to the poet, is also described 

by that poet as "wrajpes wasrlogan" [a cruel oath-breaker] 

(Widsith 9). A passing reference in Beowulf to the same 

king also describes him as cruel when the narrator tells 

that Hama "searonI|)as fleah / Eormenrxces," [fled the 

treacherous quarrels of Eormanric] (1200-01). The narrator 

of Judith says that Holofernes has been so cruel to his men 

that they are afraid of him: 
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Naes CTeah eorla nan 
£>e {Tone wiggend aweccan dorste 
o&3Te gecunnian hu cTone cumbolwigan 
wiit halgan maega* haefde geworden, 
metodes raeowlan. 

[Nevertheless, none of the earls dared awaken 
their warrior or investigate how the leader had 
acted with the holy maiden, the woman of the 
Lord.] (257-61) 

Another cruel king is Heremod, mentioned in Hrothgar's 

sermon as a bad example. He is not only ungenerous, he is 

actively wicked to his people. Hrothgar cautions Beowulf, 

telling him to be a solace to his people: 

[']Ne weartf" Heremod swa 
eaforura Ecgwelan, Sr-Scyldingum; 
ne geweox he him to willan, ac to waslfealle 
ond to deaCtewalum Deniga leodum; 
breat bolgenmod beodgeneatas, 
eaxlgesteallan, o£ Jpast he ana hwearf, 
meere jpeoden mondreamum from, 

Hwasjpere him on ferhfc>e greow 
breosthord blodreow['] 

["Heremod was not thus to the offspring of Ecgwela, 
the Ar-Scyldings; he did not develop in anything 
as they wished, only in slaughter and destruction 
for the Danish people; enraged, he cut down his 
table-companions, his shoulder-companions, until 
the famous leader turned solitary away from the 
joys of life among men, . . . nevertheless his heart 
grew b 1 oodth irs ty, "X (1709-15 171, B -19) 

A failure to protect his people might not be the fault 

of a king. Perhaps the saddest example of one who is unable 

to stop the destruction of his troop is Hrothgar himself; 

for all the efforts of his young warriors and the advice 

of his counselors, he cannot stop the depredations of 

Grendel (120-23). Instead of being a place of feasting and 
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joy long into the dark of the cold winter nights, Heorot 

cannot fulfill its intended purpose but instead stands 

dark and empty during the twelve-year feud. 

Waes seo hwil micel; 
twelf wintra tld torn gejpolode 
wine Scyldtnga, weana gehwelcne, 
sxdra sorga 

[It was for a long time; for twelve winters the 
friend of the Scyldings endured the trouble, 
every one of the afflictions, the great sorrows.] 
(146-49) 

Hrothgar admits to Beowulf his grief and embarrassment 

concerning his inability to stop the monster: 

[']Sorh is me to secganne on sefan mlnum 
gumena iengum, hwaet me Grendel hafacT 
hynffo on Heorote mid his hetefc>ancum, 
fairnlCTa gefremed; is mln fletwerod, 
wigheap gewanod; hie wyrd forsweop 
on Grendles gryre.f] 

["A grief it is to me in my heart to tell to any 
man, what humiliations Grendel has done to me in 
Heorot with his thoughts of hate, what sudden 
attacks he has performed; my hall-troop, the band 
of retainers, is diminished; fate swept them away 
in Grendel's horror."] (473—78) 

Hrothgar has been a good king for so long that his people 

still respect, love, and are loyal to him even in his years 

of grief; the narrator is not being ironic in calling the 

king the protector when he speaks to Beowulf after Grendel's 

mother has attacked Heorot: 

HrSdTgar ma£>elode, helm Scyldinga: 
' Ne frxn £>u aefter sailuml Sorh is gentwod 
Denigea leodum. Dead is JEschere, 
Yrmenlafes yldra br5£>or, 
mln runwita ond mln rasdbora, 
eaxlgestealla, Sonne we on orlege 
hafelan weredon, £>onne hniton fe£an, 
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eoferas cnysedan. Swy(lc) scolde eorl wesan, 
[aa£>eling] $rg5d, swylc iEschere waes!['] 

[Hrothgar spoke, the protector of the Scyldings: 
"Do not you ask about joys! Sorrow is renewed 
for the people of the Danes. Aeschere is dead, 
Yrmenlaf's elder brother, my trusted counselor 
and ray advisor, my shoulder-companion when we 
protected our heads in battle, when the troops 
clashed, the boar-figures struck. Thus should 
an earl be, a very good noble, as Aeschere was!"] 
(1321-29) 

Again, Hrothgar has not been able to prevent the destruction 

of one of his men; this time, the anguish is even clearer 

than it is when he tells of the years of loss. 

The Battle of Maldon not only provides a shocking example 

of overbearing pride, it also demonstrates the consequences 

of that pride. This most striking example of a leader's 

failure to protect his men is caused by Byrhtnoth's 

decision to allow the Viking army to cross the causeway to 

wage battle with his troops. First comes the challenge 

from the invaders: 

l>a hi jpeet ongeaton and georne gesawon 
jpaet hi }?a§r bricgweardas bitere fundon, 
ongunnon lytegian j?a lafre gystas, 
baidon £>aet hi upgang agan moston, 
ofer Jpone ford faran, fejpan laedan. 

[When they perceived and clearly saw that they 
(the Vikings) found the bridge-guards there 
fierce, the loathsome guests began to dissemble, 
asked that they might have access, go over the 
ford, lead their troops.] (84-88) 

Byrhtnoth, unable to resist an appeal to his honor as a 

fighting man, allows them to cross unmolested and taunts 

them: 
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•Da se eorl ongan for his ofermode 
alyfan landes t5 fela latere 3§ode; 
ongan ceallian fa ofer cald waster 
Byrhtelmes beam (beornas gehlyston): 
'Nu eow is gerymed, gafl" ricene to us" 
guman to gu]?e. God ana wat 
hwa ]?cere waelstowe wealdan mote. ' 

[Then the earl began, because of his excessive 
pride, to allow too much land to the hateful 
people; Byrhthelm's son began to call to them 
over the cold water (the warriors listened): 
"Now it is opened to you, come quickly to us, 
men to battle. God alone knows who might rule 
the corpse-field."] (89-95) 

It is not possible to tell from the text of Maldon the 

exact impetus which causes Byrhtnoth to make such a drastic 

error in judgment, but F. J. Battaglia believes that he 

may have been responding to a taunt of cowardice (48). 

Whatever the reason, Byrhtnoth destroys his followers and 

fails to help his king. Tolkien says: 

He [Byrhtnoth] says himself that it is his purpose 
to defend the realm of Aethelred, the people, 
and the land. . . . It was heroic for him and his 
men to fight, to annihilation if necessary, in the 
attempt to destroy or hold off the invaders. It 
was wholly unfitting that he should treat a 
desperate battle with this sole real object as a 
sporting match, to the ruin of his purpose and 
duty. (15) 

Furthermore, Tolkien says that 

Beorhtnoth was chivalrous rather than strictly 
heroic. Honour was in itself a motive, and he 
sought it at the risk of his heorflwerod, all the 
men most dear to him, in a truly heroic situation, 
which they could only redeem by death. (15) 

It matters very little that the battle itself was not par-

ticularly significant; nothing short of a miraculous change 

in Aethelred's character could have redeemed his reign. 
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The point is that neither the king nor his earl met the 

primary obligation of saving his people. 

One kind of failure within Anglo-Saxon culture involves 

losing one's place in it, being cast into exile. In a 

society which valued a close, personal relationship between 

lord and followers, the ultimate punishment for a man was 

to be cast outside the warmth of companionship. In the 

article "Old Germanic Life in the Anglo-Saxon Wanderer and 

Seafarer," C. C. Ferrell says, "There was something that the 

Anglo-Saxons dreaded far more than the hardships of the 

wintry ocean. It was the separation from home and loved 

ones" (203). Charles W. Kennedy puts it: 

The place of the individual in such a society 
ranged between two polar limits. At one extreme 
stood the head of a powerful clan clothed with an 
individualism symbolic of the utmost in authority 
and splendor; at the other extreme, the clanless 
man, the lordless wanderer, who had no "gold-
friend or protector." (Old English Elegies 9) 

The Anglo-Saxon attitude toward exile is complicated, rather 

like the attitude toward treasure, and treasure and exile 

are intertwined with each other. David Williams, in "The 

Exile as Uncreator," has written a thorough and intriguing 

article concerning the complexities of exile. He discusses 

the Latin etymology of the word exile and its relationship 

to the word council; both arise (with prefixes—con and ex) 

from the root salire, "to leap," and clearly express 

opposites (1). Williams treats specifically the Anglo-Saxon 

period rather than ancient history, but he implies that the 
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Hebrew nomadic culture and the Roman civil culture shared 

with the Germanic cultures a value system in which each 

person understands exactly where he or she stands within 

the social framework. He says that usually exile as a legal 

punishment was reserved for the most serious crime against 

the community: murder, but "[i]n addition, the traitor and 

the immoral ruler as direct dangers to the ideological 

system might also be exiled" (7). He describes the exile 

as "an unbinder, an undoer, and an uncreator" of his 

society (9). 

The exile is one who . . .is seen as tearing 
asunder the social bond of love which, since 
this bond was believed grounded in nature itself, 
is also considered as an undoing of nature. The 
Exile in the Middle Ages is consequently depicted 
. . . as a hater of life itself, unnatural, 
bestial, and an enemy of creation. (5) 

To a medieval audience it would have seemed especially 

appropriate that Cain's punishment was exile because he 

violently attacked the values of his society; he "comes to 

be seen as having degenerated socially to the level of 

beast as he had previously acted on the moral level of the 

beast" (6). Grendel, the descendent of Cain, also attacks 

the social order (10). Williams describes Anglo-Saxon 

society in images of the human body. Because of such 

symbolism, 

exile is naturally seen as a kind of amputation, 
the cutting off of a sick and infectious member 
who poses a menace to the body and the ideologi-
cal system that holds it together. (3) 
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He also notes the significance of calling a man a "shoulder-

companion" and a man's sons his "shoulders" (2); therefore, 

it is doubly appropriate that Grendel's arm is pulled out 

of his shoulder; he loses his greatest help, eventually 

dying because of its loss, that loss signifying his own 

separation from society (12). For the exile, the two 

greatest losses are the separation from dialogue by which 

he is "rendered speechless, a characteristic associating 

the exile with the beast which lacks the gift of speech" 

(4), and the isolation by which he is "barred from the 

assembly of kinsmen, and prevented from sharing gifts with 

his brothers" (3). It is the loss of a place in the 

feasting and gift-giving which serves as the most powerful 

symbol of the pains of exile. In The Beginnings of English 

Society, Whitelock says: 

The bond between lord and retainer went deeper 
than material benefits on either side. The 
giving of arms and treasure, which was cere-
moniously performed, had a symbolic significance, 
and it is not mere material loss that inspires 
the . . . lament for a dead lord contained in 
a poem generally known as The Wanderer. (30-31) 

In her article "Anglo-Saxon Poetry and the Historian," she 

says, "We do not need the poems to tell us that the lot of 

the lordless, kinless man was unenviable" (91). But the 

poems speak vividly of the pains of the outcast. 

The lone survivor of Beowulf, he who gathers together 

and buries the hoard which becomes the dragon's prized 
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possession, suffers the misery of solitude through no fault 

of his own. He survives all the other members of his clan 

and mourns their departure. After grieving for the coming 

decay of the beautiful things which he must consign to 

earth, he says: 

[1 ] Ne maeg byrnan hring 
aefter wlgfruman wide feran, 
has ledum be healfe. Nees hearpan wyn, 
gomen gleobeames, ne god hafoc 
geond sasl swinged:, ne se swifta mearh 
burhstede beateff. Bealocwealm hafad" 
fela feorhcynna forCT onsended! 1 

Swa giomormod giohCto maende 
an eefter eallum, unbllffe hwe(arf) 
daeges ond nihtes, oCT Cteet d§a?Tes wylm 
hran ast heortan. 

["The coat of ring-mail may not (now) go far and 
wide after the war-chiefs, to be a help to the 
warriors. Now there is no joy of the harp, no 
mirth of the glee-wood, no good hawk swings round 
the hall, the swift mare beats not round the 
castle courts. Baleful death has sent forth 
many of the race of men!" Thus gloomy-minded he 
related with sorrow, alone after all the others 
unhappily he moved about day and night, until 
death's whelm touched at his heart.] (2260-70) 

After lamenting several kinds of losses, the poet-narrator 

of peor mourns his own expulsion from favor: 

Ahte ic fela wintra folgad" tilne, 
holdne hlaford, ojbjpaet Heorrend_a nu, 
leodrcraeftig monn, londryht ge£>ah 
|>cet mS eorla hleo aer gesealde. 

[I performed good duty many winters, was loyal 
to my lord, until now Heorrend, the song-crafty 
man, received the estate which the protector of 
earls had earlier given to me.] (38-41) 

Here, clearly the loss of the gift of land represents the 

loss of the poet's place in society. 
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The narrator of The Seafarer may be telling of a real, icy-

voyage, or he may be using the image of a bitterly cold journey 

to symbolize the exile he laments. He begins by saying: 

Masg ic be me sylfum soagied wrecan, 
sl|>as secgan, hu ic geswincdagum 
earfodhwlle oft jprowade, 
bitre breostceare gebiden hsebbe, 
gecunnad in ceole cearselda fela, 
atol y£>a gewealc, pair mec oft bigeat 
nearo nihtwaco aet nacan stefnan 
jaonne he be clifum cnossaff. 

[I may according to myself reckon a true tale, 
recount the journeys, how I often suffered in days 
of torment, in a troubled time, have endured bit-
ter heart-care, have tested in a ship many a 
sorrowful place, terrible welling waves, where 
the anxious night-watch often held me at the prow 
of the ship when it strikes by the cliffs.] (1-8) 

He goes on to speak of being deprived of his wine-friend 

(14-16). No longer having the company of men, he must make 

do with what joy he can find, poor substitutes for the 

delights of the mead-hall: 

hwllum ylfete song 
dyde ic me to gomene, ganetes hleo£or 
ond huilpan swSg fore hleahtor wera, 
meiw singende fore medodrince. 

[At times the swan's song served me as entertain-
ment, with the gannet's sound and the curlew's 
song where before was the laughter of men, the 
sea-gull's singing where before was mead.] (19-22) 

He laments the absence of all kinsmen (25-26) and sums up the atti-

tude of the exile by saying that he always has longings but no 

thoughts except about the tossing waves (44-47) . Another lament 

by an exile (following the death of his lord) appears in The 

Wanderer. The poem begins with the reminder that God1 s 

kindness remains even with the solitary one, but it quickly 

speaks of the bitterly cold sea (6-7). Following the death 
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of his protector, the narrator unsuccessfully seeks a new 

place (25-29). His dreams of past joys do not sweeten his 

bitter waking: 

Pinced" him on m5de £>aet he his mondryhten 
clyppe and cysse ond on cneo lecge 
honda o.nd heafod, swa he hwllum Sr 
in geardagum giefstSlas breac. 
•Bonne onwsecned" eft wineleas guma, 
gesihtt him biforan fealwe wegas, 
banian brimfuglas, briedan fe]pra, 
hreosan hrxm ond snaw hagle gemenged. 
lonne bSofl" hefigran heortan benne, 
sare asfter swlasne. 

[It seems to him in his mind that he could clasp 
and kiss his lord,: and on his knee lay hands and 
head, as he earlier in days of yore used to enjoy 
the gift-seats. Then the lordless man again 
awakes, sees before him the fallow ways, the 
bathing sea-birds, the spreading of feathers, 
the falling frost and snow, mixed with hail. 
Then the injury of the heart is thereby heavier, 
painful after pleasure.] (41-50) 

There is no hope for the solitary man, the one left lordless. 

Several kinds of failure could and did occur within a king's 

following. The first, the giving of a treacherous gift, 

may occur in Beowulf, although the reader cannot be certain 

of the giver's intent. Marcel Mauss says: 

The theme of the fateful gift, the present or 
possession that turns into poison, is fundamental 
in Germanic folklore. The Rhine Gold is fatal 
to the man who wins it, the Cup of Hagen is 
disastrous to the hero who drinks of it; numerous 
tales and legends of this kind, Germanic and Celtic, 
still haunt our imagination. (62) 

I n Beowulf the question arises concerning whether Unferth 

suspects that his sword will fail against Grendel's dam. 

The description first given of the sword, Hrunting, is 

very positive: 
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Nses |>aet £>onne mastost masgenfultuma, 
fcjast him on Jlfearfe 15h $yle Hro<Tgares; 
wees £>aem haeftmece Hrunting nama; 
]?aet waes an foran ealdgestreona; 
ecg waes iren, atertanum fah, 
ahyrded helajposwate; neefre hit aet hilde ne swac 
manna iengum jpara |>e hit mid mundum bewand, 
se Cte gryreslGtas gegan dorste, 
folcstede far a; nass £>aet forma slff, 
fast hit ellenweorc aefnan scolde. 

[That was not then the least of powerful helps, 
which the flyle of Hrothgar loaned to him in 
difficulties; the name of the hilted sword was 
Hrunting; it was the fragment of ancient treasures; 
the edge was iron, decorated with poison twigs, 
hardened by battle-blood; it had never failed at 
war any man who had grasped it with the hands, 
he who dared to undertake perilous expeditions, 
on the battle-field of the foes; nor was that 
the first time it was supposed to perform a deed 
of valor.] (1455-64) 

In spite of Hrunting's provenance and glorious past history, 

it fails Beowulf in his desperate fight with the troll-wife 

(1522-25). There is no direct indication in the poem that 

Unferth knows that Hrunting will fail or that the monster 

is invulnerable and must be killed with a magical sword. 

There is no adequate translation for Style, a term twice used 

to describe Unferth, but his rude and arrogant behavior to 

Beowulf does not indicate a kindly attitude toward the 

young man. Nor does Unferth deny Beowulf's charges against 

him of fratricide. 

Within the fellowship a far more common difficulty 

than treacherous gifts was feuds, which were most likely to 

erupt over the unjust killing of a man, that is, a death 

in circumstances other than war; the clan of the victim was 
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then almost certain to demand some sort of compensation. 

The spread of Christianity encouraged the substitution of 

money compensation for blood, but during the Anglo-Saxon 

period, both payment and violent retribution were common. 

P. H. Sawyer says: 

The kin appear most dramatically when pursuing 
a feud. Many clauses in the law-codes are about 
regulation of feuds and the procedures to 
facilitate the payment of wergeld, thus reducing 
the threat of violence. (Roman Britain 174) 

T. M. Charles-Edwards points out that long-lived friendships 

and feuds seem to have been inherited, as well as land (184). 

Sawyer mentions one historical feud which lasted from the 

Anglo-Saxon period into the time of William the Conqueror. 

There is no way of knowing how many lives were lost during 

this one: 

The murder of Earl Uhtred by a noble called 
Thurbrand began a chain of killings which ended 
in 1073 when Uhtred1s great-grandson, Earl 
Waltheof, killed many of Thurbrand"s descendents 
at Settrington, not far from York. . . . The 
feud might well have continued but Waltheof was 
himself executed by William in 1076. 
..(177.) 

One cannot consider the issue of the feud without also 

considering the concept of wergeld, or "man-price." Ac-

cording to Kemp Malone, after a homicide the killer was 

frequently banished (110), but exile was not the only 

punishment. Since every person in the culture had some 

measurable value, compensation was common. Values varied, 

of course, with the area and time. Even slaves had lives 
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worthy of compensation. Sawyer says, "The unfree were, 

by definition, under the lordship of someone for whom 

they had a value; if a slave were injured or killed com-

pensation was due to his owner" (168). The wergeld func-

tioned most frequently as the value of a man at his death, 

but it also served as the material measure of the value 

of his oath. Sawyer treats the subject very early in his 

work: 

Free society was hierarchical, the higher the 
status of the noble being expressed in a higher 
value or price. . . . This determined not only 
the value of a man's oath and the scale of 
compensation due to him for injury or loss, but 
was also the sum that had to be paid to his 
family if he were killed. (51) 

According to Prank Stenton, the fact that the free peasant 

was truly free was indicated by what happened concerning 

his wergeld; compensation for his loss was paid directly 

to the king and to his family, not to an intermediate lord 

(174-75). Wergeld was literally the "sura with which a 

feud could be averted" (Sawyer 168). As usual with the 

Anglo-Saxons, money had more than just a literal meaning; 

in conjunction with the wergeld, it also represented a man's 

worth, his place in society. According to Cherniss, a 

murderer took as his debt 

the intangible, unmeasurable worth of the man 
whom he slew. Also, . . . when the slayer 
surrenders a part of his material wealth, he 
surrenders at the same time a part of his own 
reputation. (85) 
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Feuds (and similar disruptions) and their consequences 

appear in several places in Beowulf. In passing Beowulf 

mentions the evil behavior of Unferth, saying that he has 

never done any brave deed but only evil ones, like killing 

his brothers (587-88), the most dreadful of deeds. When 

Beowulf returns to Geatland, he tells of evils to come 

concerning Freawaru, daughter of Hrothgar. She is lovely 

and her father has pledged her in marriage to settle old 

feuds (2028-29), but Beowulf does not expect the peace to 

last. Beowulf actually spends a fairly large part of his 

speech to Hygelac talking of probable feuds (2032-2069). 

He describes how the old man, seeing the foreign bride, 

nags again and again about old injuries , until he is able to 

make the young warriors forget their oaths and break their 

promises of loyalty: 

[1 ] Manad" swa ond myndgaCT _ meela gehwylce 
sarum wordum, off 3Set sael cymeST, 
jpaet se falmnan ]?egn fore faeder daedum 
asfter billes bite blodfag swefeff, 
ealdres scyldig['] 

["Thushe admonishes and reminds time after time 
with grievous words, until the opportunity comes, 
that the thane of the maiden because of the deeds 
of his father, after the cut of the sword dies 
blood-stained, forfeit of life."] (2057-61) 

One feud, however, serves a good purpose in the poem; 

Beowulf's father, Ecgtheow, once came to Hrothgar's court 

fleeing such a conflict. Hrothgar greets Beowulf, saying: 

[']Gesl5h £>In feeder fShffe maiste, 
wearfc) hS Hea£olafe t5 handbonan 
mid Wilfingum; fta hine f/edera cyn 
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for herebrogan habban ne mihte, 
l>anon he gesohte SuCT-Dena folc 
ofer ycTa gewealc, Ar-Scyldinga [' ] 

["Your father caused the greatest feud by killing; 
he was the hand-slayer of Heatholaf among the 
Wylfings; then the kin of the Weders because of 
the terror of war could not have him. Thence he 
sought the South-Danish people, the Ar-Scyldings, 
over the rolling waves."] (459—64) 

Still another failing within the following, closely 

related to the troubles associated with the feud, is the 

misery occasioned by an unavengeable death. Whitelock says 

that situations which disallow revenge include 

that of a man legally executed, either when caught 
in the act, or after legal action has been taken. 
The kindred were forbidden to avenge him, and they 
had to swear that they would not do so. ("Beowulf: 
2444-2471" 203) 

Another unredeemable situation occurred when murder was 

done within the clan: 

Homicide within the kindred could not be fitted 
into the framework of the rules of the vendetta, 
for the same persons could not be both receivers 
and payers of wergeld, or performers and sufferers 
of the feud. (199): 

In his old age Beowulf describes two incidents concerning 

unavengeable death, one from his family and one hypothetical. 

It is the necessary constraint, besides the loss itself, of 

course, which causes the misery Beowulf describes: 

['M.Waes"j?amyIdest.an ungedefellce 
maeges daedum mor£>orbed stred, 
sy&Ctan hyne Hagflcyn * of hornbogan, 
his freawine flane geswencte, 
miste mercelses ond his maeg ofscet, 
br5<ior offerne blodigan gare. 
fast waes feohleas gefeoht, fyrenum gesyngad, 
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hreffire hygemefre; sceolde hwasCftre swa jpeah 
aedfeling unwrecen ealdres linnan,['] 

["A murder-bed was spread unfittingly for the 
eldest through the deeds of his kinsmen when 
Haethcyn struck his relative with an arrow from 
his horn-bow, missed the mark and shot his 
kinsman, one brother the other with a bloody 
arrow. That fight was recompenseless, wickedly 
sinned, mind-wearying to the heart; neverthe-
less, thus the unavenged aetheling had to part 
with his life."] (2435-43) 

Whitelock notes that it is not the accidental nature of the 

slaying which saves the killer from enduring the usual 

penalties of homicide ("Beowulf: 2444-2471" 198-99). She 

goes on to say that usually 

vengeance could not be taken for a slaying within 
the kindred. . . . Hence Hreffel was obliged to 
let his dead son remain unavenged and unatoned 
for. . . . [S]uch a situation would be considered 
a dishonouring of the dead man and a great addi-
tion to the grief of the survivors. (199) 

Beowulf compares Hrethel's misery to that of an old man 

whose son has been hanged in a legal execution: 

[' ] Swa bidr geSmorllc gomelum ceorle 
to gebldanne, £>aet his byre ride 
giong on galgan; £>onne he gyd wrece, 
sarigne sang, £>onne his_sunu hangaff 
hrefne to hrSCTre, _ ond he him helps ne maeg 
eald ond infrod aenige gefremman. 
Symble biff gemyndgad morna gehwylce 
eaforan ellorsIffE1] 

["Thus is sad the ancient freeman, suffering that 
his son should swing on the gallows; then he would 
tell his tale, the mournful song, when his son 
hangs for the benefit of ravens, and he, old and 
wise, may be no help to him, (not) able to per-
form anything. Every morning the death of his 
offspring is recalled."] (2444-51) 
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The suffering caused by feuds was not the most terrible 

misery Anglo-Saxons had to endure; the disgrace of dishonor 

was far more dreadful. The most heinous of all the crimes 

a follower could commit was to be treacherous or to fail to 

serve his lord in battle. Treachery always received blame. 

Henry Loyn says that in King Alfred's laws, only treachery 

to one's lord was not treated mercifully (The Governance of 

Anglo-Saxon England 64). Furthermore, he says: 

Desertion from the army when the king himself 
was present was subject to the most severe 
penalties, the offender to be placed in peril of 
his life and the loss of wergeld or all his 
property. (164) 

Sawyer points out that "many of the conflicts of the seventh 

century were caused Lby breaches of this code of : 1 

honour" (54) . Treachery sometimes meant betrayal by 

a peer rather than the disloyalty of a follower. Bede 

reports two notable betrayals, one averted, the other not. 

While still a prince, King Edwin had sought refuge in the 

court of King Redwald, who decided to murder him at the 

urging of Ethelfrid, Edwin's predecessor. When a friend 

of Edwin's offered to lead him to safety, the prince refused 

to leave, saying that he could not break his agreement 

with Redwald, who had done him no harm (122-24). Fortu-

nately, Redwald's queen persuaded the king not to carry 

out such a horrible deed. The same friend reported 

Redwald's change of heart to Edwin: 
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"For when he privately told the queen of his 
intention to deal with you as I warned, she 
dissuaded him, saying that it was unworthy in 
a great king to sell his best friend in the hour 
of need for gold, and worse still to sacrifice 
his royal honour, the most valuable of all pos-
sessions, for love of money." (125) 

The other incident has no happy ending. After Oswin dis-

banded his outnumbered army, he and a friend took refuge 

in the house of 

Hunwald, whom he regarded as his greatest 
friend. Alas, it was far otherwise: for Hunwald 
betrayed Oswin and his man to Oswy, who amid 
universal disgust ordered his commander Ethelwin 
to put them both to death. (164) 

The other sort of treachery, that of the failure of men 

to follow their lord in battle, also occurs in the litera-

ture of the Anglo-Saxons. In Judith when Holofernes' men 

find him beheaded, they repay his cruelty with desertion: 

Hi Sa hreowigmode 
wur^on hyra wespen of dune, gewitan.himwerigferhfle 
on fleam sceacan. 

[Sad of heart, they hurled down their weapons from 
the hill; weary-hearted, they departed from him 
to hasten in flight.] (289-91) 

Although Holofernes' men may have been justified in 

feeling that they owed no allegiance to such an evil man, 

there is no excuse for the actions of the brothers Godric, 

Godwin, and Godwig in The Battle of Maldon; they violate 

all the ethics of Anglo-Saxon society when they not only 

run away from a fight, but also steal their earl's horse. 

Hi bugon j?a fram beaduwe £>e £>aer beon noldon: 
£>aer wurdon Oddan bearn asrest on fleame, 
Godric fram gufc>e, and £>one g5dan for let 
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]?e him maenigne oft mear_gesealde. 
He gehleop joone eoh £>e ahte his hlaford, 
on fram gersedum j?e hit riht ne_waes, 
and his br53"ru mid him_ begen_aerndon, 
Godwine and Godwxg gufre ne gymdon, 
ac wendon fram ]?am wlge and |>one wudu s5hton, 
flugon on jpaet faesten and hyra feore burgon, 
and manna ma fronne hit Snig msecT wire 
gyf hi £>a ggearnunga ealle gemundon 
]?e he him to dugujpe gedon haefde. 

[They turned away from the battle where they did 
not wish to be: there were Odda's sons first in 
flight, Godric ran from the battle and abandoned 
his good (lord), who very many times had given 
him horses. He leapt upon the horse which his 
lord possessed, onto the trappings when it was not 
right, and both his brothers ran away with him; 
Godwin and Godwig did not care for the battle, 
but went from the fight and sought the forest, 
fled to the fastness and saved their lives, and 
(had) more sins than anyone with honor could 
have if they had remembered all of the favors 
which he had done for them as an honor.] (185-97) 

Cherniss points out that "The crime of cowardice in battle 

[Maldon] is especially reprehensible here because the 

cowards take with them treasure to which they are not 

entitled" (90). 

The most shameful betrayal of all occurs in Beowulf 

when his young followers do not help the hero.at need. It does 

not matter that he told them to stay back; when they see 

that he is in difficulty, they are obligated to come to his 

aid. Wiglaf speaks bitterly to his fellows when he sees 

Beowulf's peril and his peers' reluctance to help their 

king: 

' Ic aset m^l geman, freer we medu fregun, 
fronne we geheton ussum hlaforde 
in biorsele, £Te us £tas beagas geaf, 
£>a=t we him Cta guffgetawa gyldan woldon, 
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gif him £>yslicu £>earf gelumpe, 
helmas ond heard sweord.['] 

["I remember the time when we received mead, when 
we promised our lord in the beer-hall, when he 
gave us rings, that we would repay him for the 
war-gear, helmets and hard swords, if such trouble 
ever came to him."] (2633-38) 

A little later in the speech, he says: 

[']Ne £)ynce<3r me gerysne, _ £>aet we rondas beren 
eft to earde, nemne we aeror maegen 
fane gefyllan, feorh ealgian 
Wedra aSodnes.['] 

["It does not seem to be becoming that we should 
carry our shields back home unless we may first 
kill the foe, protect the life of the leader of 
the Weders."] (2653-56) 

The young warrior rebukes those who have not repaid Beo-

wulf "s gifts, and paints a bitter picture of the future 

lives of the men dishonored by desertion. After the fight 

with the dragon, Wiglaf again speaks to his former comrades: 

'i>cet, la, maeg secgan se d:e_wyle so«T specan, 
jpaet se mondryhten, se eow ffa maffmas geaf, 
eoredgeatwe, joe ge }?a§r on standa£T, 
£>onne he on ealubence oft gesealde 
healsittendum helm ond byrnan, 
joeoden his jpegnum, swylce he £>rydlicost 
5wer feor otKIe neah findan meahte--, 
£aet h§ genunga gudgewSedu _ 
wraffe forwurpe, ffa hyne wig beget. 
Nealles folccyning fyrdgesteallum 
gylpan jporfte; 

NVL sceal sinc£>ego ond swyrdgifu, 
eall effelwyn eowrum cynne, 
lufen alicgean; londrihtes mot 
pee re mligburge monna aeghwylc 
ldel hweorfan, syffiJan_aea'elingas 
feorran gefricgean fleam eowerne, 
domleasan daed. DeatT biff sella 
eorla gehwylcum fonne edwltllf!1 
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["That indeed one may say to you, who wishes to 
speak truth, that the lord, who gave you treasures, 
war-like equipment, in which you stand there— 
when he often at the ale-bench gave the hall-
sitters helmet and byrnie, the chief to his 
people, such as the most splendid, far and near, 
he might find anywhere--that he would straight-
way, grievously, throw away the war-armor when 
war got him. Not at all did the folk-king have 
cause to boast of his war-comrades; . . . Now 
shall the receiving of treasure and sword-giving, 
all enjoyment of home and kin fail to give com-
fort; every man of our race must move about, 
deprived of land right, when aethelings afar 
might learn of your flight, the inglorious deed. 
Death is better for each earl than a life of 
disgrace!"] (2864-74, 2884-91) 

The failure of the best of the Geats, hand-picked by their 

lord, leaves nothing but despair for them to face. 

The entire ethic of the Anglo-Saxon culture demonstrates 

the values the people held: rightful pride, wisdom, gener-

osity, protection, and loyalty. The reality of their lives, 

however, both historically and poetically, demonstrates the 

failure of those ideals. Pride too easily becomes over-

bearing. Wisdom is not enough. Generosity is balanced by 

greed in a society whose earliest laws treat harshly with 

theft. Even the best of kings, Hrothgar, cannot protect 

his people from the depredations of monsters. Loyalty 

degenerates into treachery, or comes too little and too 

late. Even Christianity, ordinarily regarded as bringing 

positive changes to pagan cultures, disrupts Anglo-Saxon 

society; Blair points out that 

The influence of the Church was the most important 
factor tending to direct the royal household away 
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from the ideals governing the comitatus and 
towards more sophisticated ways. (211) 

It is the nature of the world that an ideal system cannot 

overcome reality, and the Anglo-Saxon poets knew it. 

According to Kennedy: 

The poetic mood of grave dignity and melancholy 
. . . is something [deep and profound], firmly 
rooted in character and in a continuous awareness 
of Fact and Necessity as unescapable, shaping 
forces in the lives of men. In this world one 
does what one can, and what one must. What one 
can may not be enough. What one must may lead 
to disaster. (Earliest English Poetry 21) 

True, the poets' artistic work holds up the ideal for all to 

admire and try to follow, but that same work shows what 

really happens. Beowulf dies to save his people, sacrifices 

his life to provide wealth which will sustain them. The 

wealth, however, dies with him: 

Hi on beorg dydon begondsiglu, _ 
eall swylce hyrsta, swylce on horde ^r 
nlclhedige men genumen haefdon, 
forleton eorla gestreon eorCfen healdan, 
gold on greote, fier hit nu_gen lifafl", 
eldum swa unnyt, swa hi (t aero)r waes. 

[Here in the barrow were placed the treasure and 
jewels, and all such armor, as earlier from the 
hoard the brave-minded men had taken away; the 
earth was allowed to hold the wealth of earls, 
gold in the earth, where it now yet lies, as 
uesless to men as it was before.] (3163-68) 

Beowulf performs his last act of courage and honor, and 

Wiglaf behaves as he should. But one loyal retainer, one 

honorable man, out of an entire culture is not enough. 

Beowulf and the other poems of the period show the inevitable 
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juxtaposition and conflict of the ideal and the real. As 

Paul Zweig puts it: 

The two parts of Beowulf are bound together 
tragically. In the style of archaic Greece, 
they signify that the triumph of the human is 
also a defeat. (42) 

It is entirely fitting that The Battle of Maldon ends 

abruptly with lines about a brave Godric, not the cowardly 

one: 

Swa hi iE£>elgares beam ealle bylde, 
Godric to gu]?e; oft he gar forlet, 
waslspere windan on ]?a wlcingas 
swa he on £>am folce fyrmest eode, 
heow and hynde, oft £>eet he on hilde gecranc. 
Naes fraet na se Godric £e <Ja gufite forbeah. 

[Thus Aethelgar's son encouraged them all, Godric 
at the fight; often he threw the spear, flung the 
spear at the Vikings, thus he went at the front 
of the people, hewed and harmed, until he fell 
in the battle. That was certainly not the Godric 
who fled from the fight.] (320-25) 

But the brave Godric fell; the battle was lost. The Vikings 

were left to enjoy their victory and plunder the dead. 

Historically, the Anglo-Saxons were much like all other 

people. They had good leaders and bad. They honored the 

ideals of wisdom, justice, generosity, courage, and loyalty; 

sometimes they were able to meet the standards of their 

society, and sometimes they could not. Sometimes their 

queens brought peace and sometimes warfare. They came into 

a country peopled by a race rather different from themselves 

and conquered most of it; by the time most of the poems 

dealt with here were written, they were facing invasion by 
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a cousin-race which regarded itself as superior and which 

would strive to destroy Anglo-Saxon society. They were 

learning to live with Christianity, one of the most sig-

nificant forces of change ever to move west out of the 

Middle East. The pressure from within pushed, them toward 

a different, if only slightly so, value system, and the 

pressure from without forced them into a new political 

system which was growing toward nationalism and away from 

personal commitment to a particular leader. The poets 

present a realistic picture of their people and times, 

showing the best and the worst, not with the starkness 

of those who kept census records or land deeds or with the 

objectivity of the modern historian, but with the sensi-

tivity and painful insight of the artist who sees things 

as they are and as they ought to be. They recognized that 

even when the best of the Anglo—Saxons, the heroes, did 

everything right, they were, in the end, only human; they 

could only fail. In so doing, however, their glory lives 

on, a fate which would surely have greatly pleased them. 
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